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OAKLAND PARK
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Dance Pavilion Opens With Dance

•••

Special Holiday Dance, Monday, May 30

5 E "fill! !! !!

, 3 !l ' 4 .!..... !

••• ference at the Waldorf Astoria, New
York, last week.
Wednesday, the first day, opened
with registration of delegates from
nearly all of the 18 States where sav-

»•«

What About North Rockland

Ball

Where is North Rockland, and who
63-64
is Jesse H. Moody? We are asking
'! 'Hi!!'"!'! JIRIHiP because a California friend has sent
this clipping from a newspaper pub
lished in that State:
We are planning on remaining per! manently in California, we are sick
i of seeing snow banks and zero weath
er nine months out of twelve. They
tell us here that California is alive
I with snakes and other reptiles—what
j about it?
Jessie H. Moody,
North Rockland, Me.
• • * •
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OAK GROVE CABINS
: : TO OPEN : :

Sunday, May 29

That Barnum Date

In answer to Ben Whitehouse’s in
quiry for the date of the last appear' ance of Barnum’s Circus in Rockland,
a correspondent ventures the guess
that it was on June 15, 1878. What
have other good memory readers co
say?

LOBSTERS, CLAMS, & TASTY SANDWICHES

TRY OUR DELICIOUS FRIED CLAMS
Eat Your Lunch Under the Beautiful Shade Trees, Swings,
Etc., For thc Children,—A Good Place For Them To Play

« • * *

63-64
Mrs.
Mary Pettee of Pleasant street
informs Tlie Courier-Gazette that the
year was 1884 (she doesn’t recall the
dav) and the place was the Ingraham
field, at the Southend. She distinct
ly recalls as a young girl being pres
ent with her parents, the great down
pour of rain and the spectacle of the
elephants laboriously pushing the
cages through the deep mud.

BASEBALL

Lincoln Academy

VS.

ROCKLAND

Change of Ownership

SATURDAY 2.30
COMMUNITY PARK

Bernier Studio
Formerly
Patronage Appreciated
Amateur Finishing

320 Main Street

“BABY STEPS OUT”

MARTINSVILLE

(Under New Management)
Opens

Warren, Maine.
J. M. BRENNAN, Prop.

63*64
63-lt

In The Year 1931
Soda Fountain Supplies & Equipment

THE

Fruits & Syrups—Vortex Paper Cups—Glassware
Food Warmers—Electric Grills & Toasters
Booths—Coffee Urns—Restaurant Equip
ment—Lowest Prices—Highest Qual
ities—Free Delivery

NEWYORKLIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Paid to living policy-holders

$156,096,109.08

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.
492 MAIN ST.

TEL. 260—W

It also paid to beneflriaries of
15,908 deceased policy-holders

62-T-Th-tr
ROCKLAND

$71,487,826.31
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THE LOBSTER POT

|

(Latter includes $3,167,697.73
of Double Indemnity)
The total payments amounted to

$227,583,935.39
Of which $71,468,972.75 was for
Dividenfis

Open May 29

|

SHORE DINNERS $1.25 I
ON THE WHARF

ALSO A LA CARTE SERVICE

|

Meals Served Daily 8. A. M. To 9 P. M. (D. S. T.)

|

Tables May Be Reserved For Evening Parties

EE

20c lb. (This Week)

Lobsters (Live)

BUSINESS IN MAINE
New business in Maine
during 1931 ........... $4,942,514.00
Insurance in force in
Maine as of January
1, 1932 ...................... 543219,599.00

( Elizabeth C. Knowlton
AGENT
|
TEL. 1010

FRIENDSHIP

CLAMS

S
|

Thc most enjoyable location on the Maine Coast

Waldoboro

BERT WARDWELL
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TAXI
Reasonable Rates
32 Rankin St. Tel. 583-W
62-64

Open Next Sunday
Shore Dinner

$1.00

Chicken Dinner

$1.00

TAX PAYERS
LAST CALL!

Hot & cold water in every room
62*64

All who possibly can are requested to make
arrangements to pay at once and avoid extra expense.

C. M. RICHARDSON,
Mayor
61&63-64

FOR MEMORIAL DAY
Chief Marshal Brown Issues
General Order Relating To
the Parade
Official cognizance of Memorial
Day, so far as it relates to the pa
rade, is taken in the general order
issued yesterday by Major Ralph W.

DANCE

Brown, who will bc the chief mar
shal. This year the procession will
get under way at 2 p. m. instead of
1.30. The order follows:

• • « »

Memorial Day Orders

The following Memorial Day order
is published for thc information and
guidance of all concerned.
Headquarters of Grand Marshal,
Memorial Day Parade, Rockland.
It is hereby ordered that all or
ganizations participating in the pa
rade report at G.A.R. hall, Limerock
street at 1.30 p. m., daylight, Monda" Mav 30.
The First Division will form on
Urinn street, with left of line ex
tending down Limerock street.
The Second Division will form on
?4"H-*4>***+++4--H-4*4-******£

Ladies and Gents

HAT
CLEANING
PHILIP SULIDES
340 MAIN ST.
Opp. Strand Theatre
62-63

Sunday, May 29th

FOR DECORATION DAY
ARNATIONS,

Snap-dragons

Tulips,

other flowers for Decoration Day.

a

TALK OF THE TOWN
One of the prettiest spring gardens
in the city is that of Arthur Marsh,
Broad street, where an array of
tulips and narcissi form a display
worth going to see.

and

of

blossoming plants—$2, $2.50 and $3.00 each.

PRESENTING

Your Flower Shop, kindly bear in mind, Is a local
institution, carrying on its hot-houscs and giving
employment to labor.

‘EVERY MINUTE

It is here to serve you with the best that can be
obtained, properly handled. We shall appreciate
your patronage.

Concert Orchestra
Vaudeville

COUNTS"
TOWN HALL
Union .
Fri.-May-27

The Little Flower Shop

WATTS HALL
Thomaston
Seats checked at McDonald's

SILSBY’S

371 Main Street

MEMORIAL SUNDAY SERVICES

Memorial Sunday services will be
held at the Universalist Church
Sunday forenoon. Winslow-Holbrook
L. B. SMITH, Prop.
Post is inviting these organizations
TEL. 598-M
to attend: Legion Auxiliary, Veterans
X
of Foreign Wars, Edwin Libby Post
X
63 64
and Auxiliary, Anderson Camp Sons
-.-M-+++4 ❖+++++4-+4-+++++-M-44
of Union Veterans, and Auxiliary,
Ralph Ulmer Camp, Spanish War
Veterans and Auxiliary, Sons and
THE
Daughters of the American Revolu
tion, Boy and Girl Scouts, National
Guard and school children.

TRUMBULL
PLAYERS

Rockland

Sat-May-28
PRICES—25—35—50 CTS.

team in Portland tomorrow, Friday,
at 4 p. m., daylight. The event will
probably attract a number of Knox
County fans.

Local poultrymen 'are interested in
the announcement that a two-day
summer school for Maine poultrymen will be held at Orono Aug. 15
and 16. A similar school last year
was attended by 200 devotees of this
branch of the farming industry.
Lots of Rockland folks are going
to take advantage of those cheap
Maine Central rates, and spend the
weekend and Memorial Day in Bos
ton. Sunday the Red Sox and Ath
letics will be seen in action, and Me
morial Day the Braves and Giants
(two games).
Have you a shrub to spare? The
pupils are very anxious to complete
the planting along the front of the
High School building
Anything
suitable will be gratefully received.
Please call the principal’s office or
Herbert Spear, telephone 162-W; or
Shirley Barbour, telephone 1074-J.

“Cinderella,” an operetta with
words and music by Lucia Burpee
Miles of this city, will be presented
at the High School auditorium to
night at 7.30 for the benefit of the
Universalist Sunday school. The
cast, drawn entirely from the school,
is being coached by Mrs. Helen
Wentworth, aided in the dances by
Miss Adelaide E. Cross. The music
and words are very catchy, and the
production promises to be one of the
most delightful ever given here. The
admission prices are reasonable and
make it possible for all those particu
larly interested in the work of a local
girl to attend.
George Jones, golf pro at the
Country Club, yesterday hung up a
74 on the 72 par course, but that was
no particular achievement for him.
Where he got his great kick was his
hole-in-one on the third. True it is
a short hole, 110 yards, but scoring an
ace there is a rare performance.
Since the Country Club has been in
existence, which is going on to
twenty years, only four times had It
been done—first by the late H. I. Hix,
then by H. N. McDougall and Harold
Sweet, and last year by a lady golf
er, a visitor, name unknown. But all
the boys hope for it every time they
drive off.

Past presidents’ night was observed
at the meeting of the American
Legion Auxiliary Monday, when
these women filled the chairs: Mrs.
Ann Snow, president; Mrs. Norah
Benner, first vice president; Mrs.
Sarah Griffin, second vice president;
Mrs. Corinne Edwards, secretary;
Mrs. Geneva Upham, treasurer; Mrs.
Susie Lamb, chaplain. The offices of
sergeant-at-arms and historian were
filled by Miss Margaret Nutt and
Mrs. Margaret Kelley, who are past
presidents. The entertainment in
cluded solos by Mrs. Clara Kelsey
and musical readings by Mrs.
Blanche Morton, and the hostesses,
Miss Nutt and Miss Pearl Borger
son, served refreshments.

That long-time noted bandmaster,
Robert P. Chase of Belfast has sent
to The Courier-Gazette the music
that was played in Rockland in May.
1861, by the musicians connected
with Co. F, of Brooks, one of the
companies of the Fourth Maine
Regiment. The scores of the several
parts of the music have at the de
sire of Mr. Chase been passed on to
the Rockland Band, for use at the
time of the unveiling of the me
morial to the Fourth Maine, which
now stands on the heights of Middle
street awaiting that formal dedica
tion. Charles L. Robinson, in whose
hands the scores have been placed,
states that the band will be very
glad to add the music to its list, to
be played on the occasion indicated,
as well as at any time when there
would be appropriateness in letting
people hear the tunes that the
soldier boys of the Civil War got in
spiration from. When the Grand
Army has its reunion here next
month would be a fine opportunity.
It is a very pretty thing that Mr.
Chase has done in preparing the
scores and his interest is appreciated.

By order of
Ralph W. Brown,
Major 240th C. A.
Grand Marshal
t Lieut. S. E. Willard U.S.A.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Chief of Staff.

Also Our .75 Lobster Specials

Artificial

special—tubs

Platoon of Police
Grand Marsha). Major Ralph W Brown
Chief of Staff Lieut. S E Willard U. S. A
Staff Officers 240th C. A
First Division
Captain Richard F. Savllle, Commanding
Battery E 240th Coast Artillery
with 155 G. P F. Gun
Edwin Libby Post. G. A. R
Ralph Ulmer Post. Spanish War Veterans
American Legion Drum Corps
Winslow-Holbrook Post. American Legion
Ex-Service Men
Sons of American Revolution
Sons of Union Veterans ot the Civil War
Women's Relief Corps. G. A R
Spanish War Veterans Auxiliary
American Legion Auxiliary
Daughters of American Revolution
Ruth Mayhew Tent. Daughters
of Veterans
Second Division
Lieut Warren Feyler, Commanding
William R. Hoffses. Adjutant
Boys' Band
Boy Scouts
Girl Scouts
Veteran Firemen
School Children
Fire Department

Try Our $1.00 Shore Dinner

wreaths and sprays in the better grades.------

Wonderful geraniums—and

School street, with left of line in
Postoffice square.
The parade will march at 2 p. m.
over the following route: Union
street to Pleasant, to Main, up Main,
halting in front of Elks Home while
flowers are strewn on the water by
Boy Scouts, volley fired by squad
from Battery E and Taps blown, for
the Nation's dead buried at sea.
The parade will then continue up
Main to Major Ralph Ulmer Park
where services will be conducted by
the Spanish War Veterans. The
G.A.R. will move out flrst to the re
viewing stand at the foot of Talbot
avenue. The parade will pass down
Main, up Limerock, and be dispersed
at G.A.R. hall.
It is requested that all flags bc
displayed Memorial Day.
Organizations will form in thc fol
lowing order:

Wessaweskeag Inn *
OPENS

Board and room by the week
$15 to $25.

Liens claims on all Real Estate of the City of
Rockland for the year 1931 have now been served
and are in the hands of the City Solicitor for final
action.

Rockland, and those in attendance now it is $100,000,000, of which Knox
County’s part is estimated to be
had an opportunity to view a guber
natorial candidate at close range, the
guest speaker being Hon. Burleigh
Martin of Augusta, who seeks the Re
publican nomination. Mr, Martin
approached no political subject, but
discussed matters in which everybody
has a vital interest, and made a most
favorable impression. Among his
topics were the value of women in
legislative halls, tax burdens and de
pression.
The speech followed an excellent
entertainment in which the audience
saw some exceedingly clever feats of
magic, as performed by Grant Stewart
of Waterville and heard a talented
Rockland singer, whose value in local
music circles is universally acknowl
edged—Mrs. Gladys Morgan.
And during this program Proprietor
Thomas F. Keating, also a Lion,
sprang a nice surprise by presenting
cne of his guests, B. A. Huff, a Tydol
representative, who 11 years ago, was
on the broadcasting staff of Station
WJZ. He retired after two selections, Hon. Burleigh C. Martin Was the
delightfully sung, but was forced back
Guest Speaker At the Lions Club's
to the piano by the Lions and his ad
Ladies’ Night
mirers who were assembled in the
lobby.
Mrs. Morgan was also required to $1,380,000, exclusive of Rockland's
make a third appearance before an share. Grocers receive $380,000 of
this, and the garages and filling sta
audience which she had charmed.
Grant Stewart's feats of legerde tions come second. Two thousand
main had everybody amazed, and it is inquiries a week are coming in as the
hardly necessary to explain that Mr. result of this advertising.
Senator Martin told of the mount
and Mrs. Ralph L. Smith were not
confederates. He came in company ing tax rate, and said that it will be
with that energetic Waterville Lion, necessary to reduce expenditures
Dr. James S. Barnes, and George $756,000 if the State is to reduce its
present tax rate one mill. It depends
Cushman, also of Waterville.
Parker Worrey was nominated for almost entirely whether the men and
president. The election takes place women sent to Legislature will stand
I on an economy program.
next Wednesday.
Senator Martin, who was accom i "We are often asked when the turn
panied by Mrs. Martin, was most cor ' is coming in the so-called depression,”
dially received. He said he began his said the speaker. "A man of 80 who
legislative career in 1923 when the ' has been through several of them told
Official cognizance of Memorial
first woman member was at the State
Capitol, and expressed the hope that me that It always ends after a man
more women will become candidates wears out his third pair of panta
for public office. A tribute was paid loons. But already we are getting
to the Knox County Senator, George more money from gas tax, more peo
L. St. Clair, whose faithful service in ple are coming over the Kennebec
bridge and there are going to be more
cluded presence at every roll call.
Referring to Maine’s recreational outsiders in thc State this summer.
business, Senator Martin said that Maine is in as good shape as any
the State expended $30,000 for pub State in the Union, and its budget is
licity—not much when you think of going to balance. Restoration of con
the millions Ltlcky Strike and other fidence is one of the first steps to
concerns are spending. Before this ward the return of prosperity.

WADSWORTH
Tea Room
and Inn

(Continued on Page Four)

Crescent Beach Inn
63-64

=

216 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
58*63

==

Telephones—19-1 4—19-31-9006-3

small,” said Mrs. Watson, “we have
our work to do, which in our small
corner is an important part."
The county president, Miss Young
said: "Circumstances have placed
women upon a vast stage of activity
and there they must act well their
part if they are to elevate society."
A message from the State president,
Althea G. Quimby, was read calling
upon all unions to observe June 2 as
a day of prayer for the Prohibition
cause, and asking that ministers
speak upon Prohibition the first
Sunday in June, just before the Na
tional Political conventions.
Uie National W.C.T.U. convention
meets in Seattle Aug. 12 and It is
hoped to send a delegate from Knox
County.
Union High School
The report of the corresponding
Will Present the Drama
secretary showed 225 active, duespaid members, 22 honorary and 11
"BABY STEPS OUT"
L.T.L. members. One new union has
been organized. The work for the
Thursday Evg., May 26
year has been for retention of the
At 8.30, Daylight Time
118th Amendment and securing new
Benefit of the Athletic Ass’n.
members.
The report of the treasurer showed
EVERYBODY WELCOME
$304.87 received during the year; dis
63-lt
bursements $294.60.
Mrs. Jeanette Dunton reported
three light line unions and had as a
demonstration the candle lighting
service. A tent at Union Pair for
rest and distribution of literature,
was well patronized.
The department of Flower Mission
and Relief showed a large amount
of work done, with Mrs. Florence
CAMDEN
Keach director.
As a demonstration a small playlet
Shore Dinner SI With Hot or was enacted by Mrs. Evelyn Sherman,
Cold Who’e Boiled Lobster
Miss Gladys Day, Miss Evelyn Sherer,
Mrs. Comfort Gains, Mrs. Castera
Chicken, Steak and Duck Dinners
Means. Mrs. Richard Fair ana Mrs.
and Lunches
Ida Simmons.
63 6»
At the executive meeting these new
appointments were made—Literature,
Mrs. Maud Sherer, Rockland; medical
temperance and narcotics, Mrs. Mabel
Heald. West Rockport; fairs and open
air meetings, Mrs. Clara Wallace,
South Union; Institutes, Mrs. Flor
ence Keach, Rockland; evangelistic,
South Thomaston
Mrs. Nina Leach, Thomaston; SabGrange Hall
1)'»th Observance, Mrs. Howard Welch,
Friday Evening, May 27 Warren.
The memorial service was con
MUSIC BY the FOUR ACES
ducted by Miss Florence Hastings of
Rockland. Members who have died
Men 35 cents.
Ladies' 15 cents
during the year were: Mrs. Harriet
DANCING 9 TO 12.30
A. Norton, Mrs. Ella Newbert, Mrs.
Lucy Burton. Mrs. Clara Carroll, Mrs.
Benefit of the Baseball Team

Shore Dinners $1.00 up.

DRIFT INN

“THE PLYMOUTH”

(Continued on Page Pour)

PRESS PLAYS UP THE WETS

Sunday May 29

Watch This Space
opening specials at

ings banks are operated. The entire
second floor and ball room of the
hotel was reserved for the business
meetings and lectures. Thc address

WThe 45th annual convention of
Knox County W.C.T.U. was held in
Camden Monday, Miss Alena Young
of Rockland, county president presid
ing.
Greetings from the Camden Union
were extended by Mrs. Mabel Heald
of West Rockport, whose message
conveyed the appeal to “teach chil
dren the evil effects of alcohol upon
the human system.” A pleasing re
sponse for the county was given by
Mrs. Louis Watson of Appleton, vice
president. “Although we may be

63-68

In the Saturday issue for the

Edward J. Hellier, Who Interestingly
Describes the Savings Bank Con
ference in New York

ciation of New York, was a discussion
of events of the past year which had
developed problems entirely new, and
made theories of the past Impracti
cable for the future.
The financial soundness of mutual
savings banks, and their continued
growth, through this period of un
settled business conditions, have been
subjects of nationwide comment.
In 1931 deposits increased by $565.281.893 to a total of $10,030,014,385.
Mero than one-third of all savings in
banks of this country, are now de
ported in mutual savings banks.
A clear and Interesting address was
given by E. G. Buckland, chairman
of the New York, New Haven & Hart
ford Railroad and president of the
Railroad Credit Corporation, whose
subject was the development of trans
portation agencies. When the pic
ture is disclosed showing that the
railroads of this country are carrying
85'. of all freight, the competition of
motor trucks and government owned
and operated inland waterway car
riers is not such a menace as one
would suppose at first thought. How
impossible it would be to handle ail
this freight traffic without the rail
roads. On the other hand the 15%
of the business carried by competing
agencies represents the most desir
able and highly profitable business.
As understood by the speaker, the
situation, with controlled motor truck
competition regulated and approved
by interstate commerce commissions,

And Plays Down The Drys, Mrs. Sizer Told Knox
County WCTU Convention

Pillsbury Stud’0

Wholesale Distributors

BURLEIGH MARTIN SPOKE

Eighteen States Represented At Meeting Of Montreal Augusta Legislator And Wife Are Guests Of Rockland
e *
n ■ > a.
,
Savings Banks In New York
Lions During Ladies’ Night

WE WANTERKNOW!

Beautiful Decorations—Marvelous Floor

8HMMSW; ’

.a.|r
.*.

.«.

.«.

Volume 87.................. Number 63

•••
He only ls a well-made man *•*
The National Association of Mutual of welcome by Henry R. Kinsey,
The Rockland Lions Club observed campaign was begun the tourist busi
Connie Mack's Philadelphia Ath
•* who has a good determination.
Savings Banks held their annual con president of ihe Savings Banks Asso ladies' night last night at Hotel ness in Maine was around $60,000,000; letics will play a selected Maine
— Emerson.

Saturday, May 28

Crystal

AN IMPORTANT CONFERENCE

TIIRF.E-TIMES-A-WEF.K
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
Advertising rates based upon clrculation and very reasonable.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Thursday
Issue

CARLETON AT VINALHAVEN

If I had to live my lire again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastea Is a loee
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

SOME DAY
going home some day—
I can only find thc pathway hack:
I have come too far. too far astray.
wanderer on a strange and alien
track.
I saw the world ahead and only meant
To go a little way beyond—and then
To seek the old-time highway of con
tent.
And live back home among my clan
again.

I’m
If
For
A

I'm going home some day—
But every track I face Is strange and
new;
God grant I have not wholly lost the
way.
But that. In aeeklng all the long years
through.
The mist shall lift, and I shall find
once more
The path that leads me to the dreams
of youth—
The lanes of light--the life I knew be
fore
I left the old-time ways of faith and
truth.

Hon. L. T. Carleton of Winthrop,
past commander of the' Department
of Maine, G.A.R., will be the Me
morial Day orator at Vinalhaven,
and possibly the only Civil War vet
eran who will officiate in that ca
pacity In this State. He enlisted in
the Union army when he was but 14.
The Vinalhaven exercises will be I'm going home some day—
So moves the dream of all the roving
held at Memorial hall In the evening.

world;
The seekers of far lands who've lost
their way.
countless aliens by the current
Late Model Electrolux, Hoover and God's whirled
Bee-Vac
From out the harbor, and by tempest
tossed
Vacuum Cleaners
To unknown :ands where they must
Cheap tor cash. Tel U23-M or
ever roar
Write O. B. Henderson, Smith House, And this is al: that makes life worth the
cost—
Rockland
This endless dream—"Some dey lot
63*64
going home "
—Crantland Rice.

The Courier-Gazette

BIFF, BANG, BIFF!

TnREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me., May 26. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man In the office of The Cour'er-Oazette.
and that of the Issue of this paper of
May 24. 1932. there was printed fl total of
6122 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

Fistic Fireworks At Empire
Theatre Tonight—Good
Bouts Scheduled

MEMORIAL DAY SUITS
When BLUE
Looks Best
On You

Draw' nigh to God. and He will
draw nigh to you.—James 4:8.
LENDING A HAND

Poppy Day is listed, as naturally it
should be, among the country's most
important anniversaries. Our people
will never lose sight of what it stands
for—the supreme sacrifices of its
young men upon the battlefields of
France.

You will never know how good you
look in blue until you try on a

Buddy serge suit.
In

color—in texture—In fit—and

for every day all around comfort

In Flanders fields the popples blow
Between the crosses, row on row.
That mark our place: and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow.
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.
Take up your quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If you break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though popples grow
In Flanders fields.

Saturday is the day when at the
hands of the young women we buy
the poppies that are to be worn in
recognition of that tremendous period
in history. Not alone does the worn
emblem testify to the loyalty of
remembrance, but the purchase price
of it contributes to the fund devoted
to the relief of those gallant lads,
who continue to carry the load of suf
fering brought out of wounds and
sickness visited upon them in those
wicked days of strife. Not only
should we wear the poppy, but we
should be glad to buy liberally of it
as well.

Evcry-Othcr-Day

Rocklund Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 26, 1932
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your Buddy serge will be the most

satisfactory Suit you ever owned.
Colors also in Grays and Browns.

Strickly Hand tailored.

2950/
I

Suprfme-Bilt Blue Serges.

Suits

Carefully liandta lured, fine texture
aud all wool for only

$19.50
L. E. BLACKINGTON
310 Main St. Rockland

THE ROYAL ROAD OF
ADVERTISING

In Arthur Brisbane's widely syndi
cated editorial column this paragraph
appears:
Merchants, newspapers and the
public are interested in proof of the But Must Meet the Islanders On Their Own Diamond
fact that it pays to advertise ener
Saturday—Rockland’s Setback
getically when you offer what the
people want. This was demonstrated
In Boston by Houghton & Dutton,
Rorkland High
This Week’s Games
one of the two oldest department
ab r bh tb po
Saturday — Lincoln Academy at
stores in America, advertising a Rockland. Thomaston at Vinalhaven; Paladino, ss ..... 3 10 0 1
"Houghton Day" sale for last Satur Camden at St. George.
LaCrosse, 2b .... 3 0 112
day. Anthony W. Ackerman, general
Flanagan, p .... 4 0 110
manager, published a twelve-page ad
The League Standing
1 Allen, cf .......... 4 0 0 0 3
vertising section in the Boston Ameri
Rockland dropped a full game be- 'McAlary, lb .. .. 4 0 0 0 12
can, which dominates circulation in hind the leaders yesterday, leaving Mazzeo. rf ...... 4 0 111
the Boston evening field. Mr. Acker Vinalhaven as the runner-up for Thomas, 3b
4 0 0 0 O
man knows that it does not pay to Stivie's Colts. The aforesaid Colts Ellis. If
110
whisper, if you can afford to shout, i have their severest test of the season Gardner, If........ 210
0 0 0 1
and sales for the day were above i Saturday when they undertake to Whitmore, c
2 0 0 0 7
$225,000. compared with a sale of
$56,000 for the same event a year ago. | ramp around the bases at Vinal
31 1 4 4 27 12 4
Advertising pays if you know how. haven. But it’s a pretty race, how Vinalhaven .... 3 Q 1 1 1 0 0 1 2—9
ever
you
look
at
it.
The
standing:
have the goods and use the right
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O—l
W
L
PC. Rockland
medium.
Twc-base hits, Hopkins. Guilford.
Thomaston ............... 6
1
.857
It is pleasant to note in this con Vinalhaven .............. 4
1
.800 Three-base hit. Coombs Bases on
nection that to the business genius Rockland ...............
5
2
.714 balls, off Middleton 3. off Flanagan
3
.400 4. Struck out. by Middleton 12, by
of a Rockland boy, who recently Lincoln ..................... 2
6
.143 Flana,?an 6. Umpires, Wotton of
bought the Houghton & Dutton St. George ............... 1
Camden ...................... 1
6
.143 Rockland and Anderson of Vinal
establishment, this policy in the
haven. Scorer, Winslow.
field of advertising may be attributed, i At Camden yesterday Thomaston
Whether, when Adriel U. Bird took High defeated Camden High 12 to 9:
SCIENTIFIC
over this old-time Boston house, he at Newcastle Lincoln Academy de
feated St. George High 11 to 10.
had counted upon sales days of
* * * •
a quarter of a million dollars,
The postponed double-header be
we do not know, but the recorded tween Vinalhaven High ar.d Lincoln
ho:
achievement should yield him a feel Academy will be played in Rockland
Wednesday, June 8.
ing of satisfaction. Doubtless it does.
"HOLDS UP THI ARCH" '
Vinalhaven 9, Rockland 1
SUN-UP AT MONTPELIER
A scratch hit by LaCrosse, a passed
For Comfort, Style,
We always have a welcome for Sun ball and a wild heave by the catcher
Fcr Fit, Either Narrow or Wide
Up, the monthly publication of the gave Rockland one score in the first
Feet
„ ,
... 1.,- •. T, „„„
uri.v,
inning in yesterday’s game with
Maine Publicity Bureau.
With p - Vinaihaven but thereafter the home
donable pride it declares itselfto be team made but one menacing gesture.
Maine’s Own Magazine.
Truly it is The visitors were in absolute conrnd our people should so acclaim it.! trol of the field, albeit the hits remained even Stephen up to the last
The May number is a humdinger.
| inning.
beautifully printed, full of attractive
Errors were plentiful on both sides,
illustrations and its articles so read I not always as recorded in the scoreable as that not one of them is likely ' book, but errors of omission as well
as commission. As a matter of fact
to escape attention. ....
Out of- one...bf I neither
side played up to the standard
them we got a great kick, for it is
jlas sbown this season,
AAA TO EE
a three-page story of "Beautiful
The visitors amassed six scores on
Straps or Ties
Montpelier, the Rebuilt Knox Home' the strength of the four hits they
Brown or Black
—the story admirably told by that made in the ^rst elght,,1™'nga ar‘c’

THOMASTON STILL LEADS

$4.95

talented member of the magazine s, thQse innings Highly elated by
OFFICIAL GIRL SCOUT SHOES
Smoke Brown
staff, Carlton Miles, and supported by their SUCcess the islanders fell upon
pictures made from photographic Flanagan soundly in the last inning.
views of the mansion outside a'nd when three more Vinalhaven men
crossed the pan.
within. Sun-Up will take this story
Flanagan's hit left the bases
to the four corners of the country, j choked in the flfth jnning, but Allen
telling the world how beautiful a | wras off his feed as far as batting W’as
imius
and his solitary attempt
thing is the historic shrine brought I, concerned
(
forth
Thomaston and• creating
- . at —
—ating ' a hit was nicely handled by Gull1 ford.
determination on the part of that
This same Allen boy made a circus
world not to go away from Maine catch of Middleton’s fly in the fifth
inning, juggling the ball three times
without a visit to it.
before he finally held it, after a long
run.
GOLFING IN MAINE
Another feature play was that
Comes Harry Webber's annual made by Thomas on Young's fast
guide to “Golfing in Maine.” its third grounder in the eighth. Guilford
year, and full of information for the i turned in some nice fielding plays,
AAA TO D
golfer who wants to know where, besides leading his team at bat.
Sports of Everv Style
After this game Vinalhaven looked :
when he gets into this superb vaca more and more like the team which j
tion State, he can enjoy his game. is apt to fly the pennant for a second
The, neat little booklet lists 73 successive season, if Middleton and
of these courses, scattered all over the i White hold their pre..en, pac; In the
place and full of invitation to the' ba^“gs^rrethS'

$1.98 $2.50 $2.98

Visitor. The listed three Knox County 1
Vinalhaven High
ab r bh tb po
courses exhibit our region as prop- [
erly equipped with this essential form Hopkins ss ...
of hospitality—the Camden-Rockport Q°aJf'bld C2b
course, that of The Samoset, and the , white, c
0 14
1 1
Country Club at Rockland. Of this Young, rf .
last named Mr. Webber (who is the Lyford, lb ........ 3
Middleton, p
editor of the Bath Times) says:
Bickford, If
This is a splendid Maine course, Woodcock, 3b
well trapped anti on fairly rolling
ground. From it there is a beautiful •
38 9 7 11 27 9 3
panoramic view of the harbor, dotted
with islands, wooded points and
prominent in the picture is the
They had new neighbors and the
famous Samoset Hotel. It is located ] wife was much interested in them.
on Rou’e 1. one mile from the busi In a few days she reported:
ness section of the city. It may be
"They seem a most devoted couple,
reached by automobile or bus as route John. He kisses her every time he
of the latter passes the course.
goes out, and even waves kisses to
All of which is true and we hope her from the sidewalk. Why don’t
Harry will bring his clubs over this you do that?”
“Why don't I?” r-'plied John.
rummer and give it at least a once “Good heavens, I don't even know
her yet.”—Boston Transcript.
over.

The sparring exhibition sponsored
by the Veterans of Foreign Wars
will be held in Empire Theatre to
night, with a live program starting
at 8.30 daylight.
Interest naturally centers around
the main bout which finds the Rock
land boy. Ronald Sukeforth facing
Merrill (Tuffy) Taylor, a Bangor
pugilist who has not been seen here
for some years, but who recently at
tracted attention by his victory over
Cue Ball Lessard of Bangor. Since
leaving Rockland he has figured in
more than 50 bouts. Sukeforth is in
prime condition and will dart out of
the corner like a tropical hurricane
when the bell rings. His injured
hand is O. K. for a K. O.
Another Bangor boy has trouble in
store when Eddie Monahan of that
city meets Al Wilson, the Rockland
cyclone.
The Hooper-Dow bout “needs no
introduction," as they say at ban
quets. In their last meeting Dow
was knocked out in the first round,
but has always thought it was a
lucky punch, so he sought this re
turn engagement—and there is a
popular demand for it.
Tommy Regan of Bangor who has
won local favor by his K. O. style,
faces Joe Stanley of Old Town, who
is not worrying a-tall they say.
The youngest of the Widdecombes.
Clarence, is due to meet Tarzan
Jack Carter of Bangor, who will
think he has been places when this
big family representative is through
with him.
Oliver Hamlin is the matchmaker
for the above bouts, and will insist
on the goods being delivered.
TURNING OUT TEACHERS
Five hundred and forty-five stu
dents will be graduated next month
from the six normal schools in Maine.
From the Farmington normal school
there will be 152 from elementary and
14 from home economics, total 166:
Gorham normal school. 107 elemen
tary, 10 manual training, 15 kinder
garten. 26 junior high, total 158;
Machias normal school, elementary
38, junior high 17, total 55; Presque
Isle normal school, elementary 70;
Castine normal school, elementary 56:
and Madawaska training school. Fort
Kent, elementary inon-professional >
40.

Drinking at Harvard University has
reached its lowest leVel in the last
two or three years, according to Dr.
Alfred Worcester, professor of hy
giene. Dr. Worcester says: “For more
than 100 years there has been a
cteadv decline in the drinking of hard
liquor by Harvard students. In at
least the past seven years, the de
crease has been notable and highly
gratifying. In the last two or three
years, the Increasing sobriety of the
student body has been even .more
marked.”

SPECIAL

Memorial Day Sale
13 Plate

BATTERIES
90 Day Guarantee

Sea View Garage
Tei. 15)

C89 Main St.

63-66

NOWS THE TIME

toprepare for
Thirsty Weather
here soon — so get

ROOTBtER

ready for It.

Wash

EXTRACT

out your supply of

‘W

WILLIAMS'

R. E. NUTT
ROCKLAND
Creen Trading Stamps

and Gold Bond

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb. 17
lb.
lb.

EXTRACT
AT ALLGROCERS

lb 10c

18c
12c
10c
12c
20c
25c
19c

Fancy Fresh
SPRING

DUCKLINGS
POUND

24c

Top Round Steak............. lb. 29c Cube Steak ...................... lb. 29c 1 Veal Steak ........................ lb. 25c
Stewing Lamb ............... 2 lb. 25c Lean Hamburg............ 2 lb. 25c Stewing Beef................. 2 lb. 25c
Beef Liver ..................... 2 lb. 25c | Sausage Patties............ 2 lb. 25c | Frankforts ...................... 2 lb. 25c

FANCY
FOWL

FANCY
BRISKET

25fb 175,

BOILED HAM

CORNED
MIDDLE RIB

Sliced To Suit ... lb. 29c

85,

Whole Hams .... lb. 25c

BONELESS
HAMS

1

8ib

Whole or Half

SLICED SUGAR CURED BACON 2 POUNDS 25c
At the Grocery Counter

Fruits and Vegetables

Cliquot Ginger Ale 2 Bots. 27c
Red Cherries............. 2 Bots. 19c
Soup Pickles .......... Qt. Jar 23c
Pitted Dates................ 2 lbs. 25c
Cut Beets................... 2 cans 19c
Sour Mixed Pickles...... Qt. 23c
Sweet Mixed Pickles .... Qt. 33c
Walnut Meats ................. lb. 49c
Potato Chips .................... lb. 49c
Soda Crackers .... 3 lb. Box 39c
Prunes............... 2-2 lb. Pkgs. 29c
Cut Rite Wax Paper 2 Rolls 19c
Olives, stuffed or plain 2 Jars 19c
Marshmallows ...... 1 lb. Box 19c
Assorted Cookies 1 lb. Box 29c
Sandwich Spread ’/2 Pt. Jar 19c
Cigarettes .................. 2 Pkgs. 25c
Cremo Cigars............... 5 for 20c
Cain’s Mayonnaise ........ Pt. 25c
Selected Olives ............. Qt. 35c
Strawberry Jam...... 2 lb. Jar 35c
Mellow Sweet Peas .. 2 cans 25c

Native Asparagus........ Bch. 29c
Outdoor Cukes ........ 5 for 25c
Native Rhubarb ........ 5 les. 23c
Fancy Green Peas ....2 lbs. 29c
Bing Cherries............... Ib.
29c
Canteloupes ...................... ea. 15c
Large Calif. Oranges ..Doz. 59c
Bermuda Onions........ 6 lbs. 25c
Baldwin Apples........... 4 lbs. 25c
Nativfe Potatoes ............... Pk. 17c
Water Mellon............... ea. $1.10
Large Fla. Oranges .... Doz. 49c

PENOBSCOT RIVER
SALMON
IS IN SEASON

HOW MANY OF YOU
HAVE EATEN

FISH FRANKFORTS
Try these “Sea Going Hot Dogs”
They Are Delicious
Pink Salmon............. 2 cans 19c
Red Salmon ................... Can 19c

25c

or

3 Small Cans
Package Of Sunshine Soda Crack
ers FREE With Each 25c Purchase

ROYAL
CANS

GELATIN DESSERT

25c

HEAVY CREAM */2 PT.

15c

CRISCO 2-1 LB. CANS

35c

Chateau Cheese 2*/2 lb. Pkgs. 29c

COMB HONEY ................... 29c

Many Sizes Of Strained Honey
MILD CHEESE............ LB. 19c

KRAFT OLD FASHIONED

UNDERWOOD’S DEV. HAM
1 Large Can
2 Medium Cans

SALAD DRESSING
Pt. Jar 19c, 1-2 Pt. Jar 10c
A Very Complete Line Of Sun
shine Cakes, Cookies and
Crackers

HANDY and ECONOMICAL

6

CREAMERY BETTER .

2

ONE POUND ROLLS

39C

25c
ALL FLAVORS

WELCH’S GRAPEJUICE QT. BOT. 29c

FRESH ROASTED PEANUTS 2 qts. 15c

NEWLY SALTED PEANUTS

2 lbs. 25c

Libby’s Corned Beef No. 1 Can 2 Cans 35c

ELMWOOD FARM

Swift’s Premium—Armour’s Star

BONELESS CHICKEN

HAMS
10 TO 12
POUND
CHOICE 1?
OF
lb AVERAGE
BRANDS

1 LB. JAR

1.49

11 OZ. JAR

99c

5% OZ. JAR

49c

3% OZ. JAR

39c

ALL CLEAR MEAT—NO JELLY

made from

SHOE STORE

lb. 16c

Ends Sat. June 4th

refreshing Root Beer

436 MAIN ST.

Roosters

Boneless Veal Roast
Roasting Pork
Chuck Roast
Veal Rump Roast
Boneless Pot Roast
Veal Chop
Lamb Chop

Finest Norwegian
L’ghtly Smoked
Packed In Pure Olive
Oil

Begins Sat. May 28th

Very Lean
Any Size

BEEF - PORK - LAMB - VEAL

SARDINES

a batch of pure and

85c—98c

SMOKED SHOULDERS

Butter Fish ........................ lb. 19c
Haddock Fillet ................. lb. 19c
Fresh Shad ...................... lb. 19c
Cod Steak ........................ lb. 12c
Flounders .......................... lb. 15c
Halibut Cheeks ............... lb. 25c
Native Alewives 5 For
10c
LOBSTERS
CLAMS
SCALLOPS________ MACKEREL

bottles and make up

69

THIS YEAR, AS NEVER BEFORE, FOOD PRICES FOR THE HOLIDAY ARE LOWER

CURBING THEIR THIRST

Hot weather will be

Boys’ Tennis

MEMORIAL
DAY

NEW CEREAL SENSATION
HAVE YOU TRIED IT

2

FULL SIZE
PACKAGES

23c

YOUR

THE DELICIOUS
SANDWICH SPREAD
ONLY

INCLUDE IT
IN YOUR HOLIDAY
MARKET LIST

19c jar

Remember To Buy Saturday For Two Days—Closed Monday Memorial Day

PERRY’S

A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE

MARKET

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazelle, Thursday, May 26, 1932

Page Three

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 26—Boxing at Empire Theatre,
auspices V. P W. Post.
May 26—American Legion District
Council meeting at Boothbay Harbor.
May 26—Operetta “Cinderella.” pre
sented by Universalist Church School at
R. H. S. auditorium.
May 26—Camden—Senior play, "Meet
Uncle Sally." at the opera house.
May 27—Annual meeting ol the Rotary
Club.
May 28—Poppy Day.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 2—Rockport High School gradua
tion.
June 3—Rockport schools close.
June 3—Waldoboro High School gradu
ation.
June 4—1. O. O. F. district meeting ln
Rockland.
June 8 — Thomaston High School
graduation.
June 9-13—Commencement at Uni
versity of Maine.
June 10—Rockland schools close.
June 10-13—Bates College commence
ment.
June 10-13—Colby College 111th com
mencement.
June 11—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange meets In Vinalhaven.
June 13-16—Grand Army and allied
bodies hold Encampment Week at Rocktund.
June 17—Camden High School gradua
tion at the Bok amphitheatre.
June 20—Primary election.
June 23—Graduation exercises of Knox
Hospital Nurses' Training School.
June 24—St. John's Day.
Aug. 2—Annual convention of* ThreeQuarter Century Club ln Skowhegan.
Aug. 20—Annual muster of Maine
State Hand Engine League ln Skowhe
gan.

Compare These Prices
29x4.40
29x4.50

93.48
3.75

30x4.50
28x4.75

3.85
4.25

30x5
32x6 ...

24.85

600x20

15.98

14.95

BOYS

A SPECIAL FOR YOU
Pennsylvania Bicycle Tire
“Sturdy Stud”

98c

WEATHER
This morning begins with light oc
casional rain, which with the showers
listed in the probabilities for tomor
row may relieve the very dry condi
tion of the ground. Gardens of late
have needed encouragement from
hose and watering pot, but the rain
to be most appreciated should come
before the holiday. Yesterday was
the warmest day this week, 69 at
noon, light southwest wind, and this
morning was 60 at 8 o'clock, and
muggy. Cooler weather is on the
way tomorrow.

13 Plate Bonded Battery
$5.50

Sea View Garage
689 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
61-tf

LAST TWO DAYS
The Remainder of the Cahill Stock from

Silk Sale
We are showing a remarkable assortment of printed

Look At These Prices

ft silks for this sale

Cahill

Price
Ladies’ Cotton Hose

A. A. Troy leaves tomorrow for
Boston where he will take command
of the Cutter Mackinac.

Ladies’ Extra Size Hose

I WANT -'7 BUV ONI OF
TO SEE
\ OURS AN0TAW

All firsts
Cut from full pieces
B Extra heavy quality

IM A CAR!

1930
1929
1928
1930
1930
1929
1930
1928
1929
1928

Chevrolet Coupe
Dodge Sedan
Buick Coach
Ford Roadster
Oldsmobile Coupe
Essex Coach
Plymouth Sedan
Durant Roadster
Chevrolet Coach
Erskine Coach

Round Ticket

Memorial Wreaths
and

Sprays

1 Miss Katherine Veazit of Shaw
! avenue is collecting the annual dues
i of the Rockland High School Alumni
I Association. The same old price of
25 cents still prevails, and Miss
Veazie hopes that all members of
the Association will see this notice
and remit accordingly.

We Do Our Own
Financing

The Full Gospel Lighthouse mis
sion of Rockland is holding a bap
tismal service at Bean's shore, Ap
pleton, May 30, at 11.30 a. m., stand
ard. All who wish to attend- should
fbe at the mission at 9 a. m„ daylight.
(Services by the Appleton Associa| tion following the baptismal service
at 2.30 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.

27 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

Nice Bouquets
.

Made Up For

50c-75c-$1.00 each
Tulips SOr per Doz.

Mrs. Charles E. Lord of Camden is
seeking the oldest mother in this part
of Maine, who is to be especially
honored at the State meeting of the
‘Maine Federation of Women's Clubs
| at Lakewood in September. The old
est mother in the entire United
States will be honored at the con
vention of the general federation in
Seattle.

Forget Mc-Nots 25c per Plant
Extra nice Fans'es

Tlie annual meeting of the Maine
letter carriers will be held tn PortI land Sunday. An officer from the
Great sale on foiver and vege- ' 1 National
Association,
tentatively
table plants at the house.
Be named as William Gorham of Brook
: ure and call lo see them.
lyn, will 'be speaker. Among the
If interested send for price list.
j topics will be the question of form
ing a Postal Credit Association in
Maine, along lines similar to those
• now organized in several larger
: cities.

E. A. DEAN

Til. 671-J
Highlands, Rockland
I______________________________

CEMETERY

VASES

The new State highway bridge at
Bucksport across the west branch of
the Penobscot river will be officially
dedicated June 11. The tentative
program calls for Gov. Gardiner to
officiate. The bridge was opened to
traffic Nov. 16, 1931, and hundreds of
Knox County folks have already
crossed it. From the standpoint of
scenic effect it is more interesting
than the Carlton bridge across the
Kennebec River.

Decorative in appearance. The
Glass Vans of gcod size and with
strong supports.
The heavy Cast Iron Vases are
Radio listeners were interested
decorated in Green with Got J'
.Tuesday evening to hear from a
trimmings.
Boston station a detective yarn fea
The Tin Vases are designed to hold
turing "Dr. Bigelow" (Richard Bur
plinty of water and the long spike
lin), given as publicity for the mys
keeps them upright. •
tery drama “Phantom Cargo" to be

presented at the Plymouth Theatre.
Boston, May 30, with Miss Adelyn
Bushnell and Mr. Burlin co-starring.
Marshall Bradford, Miss Bushnell's
husband, is also appearing in the
cast.

Prices are Reasonable

H. H. CRIE & CO.
HARDWARE
456 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

vThe Rockiand Awning Oo. tele
—J phone number is 1262-W at 18 Wil
low St.—adv.
63-65

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT

Hammocks recovered, new tops at
low prices, awnings of all kinds,
Osteopathic Physician
porch shades, boat and truck covers.
Very wide duck now in stock for
piazza roofs. No job too big or too
Tel. 12*
Opp. Pos'oflic? small. Phone 1262-W, 18 Willow St.
35 Limrrork St.
63-65
63-tf —adv.

Jur iHntuirial |
Say
|

Middy

-50

1.00

Blouses

Ladies’ Emb. Handkerchiefs

.25

Children’s Cotton Vests

-25

Children’s Cotton Union Suits

1.00

Children’s Shoes

1.50

Baby’s Silk Bonnets

1.50

The largest showing we have
ever had. Made of quality ma
terial. genuine magnolia leaves
and sturdy wax flowers that will
last for months, each packed in
individual box. Mail orders filled.
Come early this year and get the
best selection.

As shown in our Fashion
Show made of “Arlington
Erileze
Heavy pure wool polo cloth

Hooked Rugs

SIZES 14 TO 20

New Blue & Tan Polos
All

lianil

made—Guarant"ed—

WREATHS
10 Flower,
10” Oak Special,
1 2” Oak Special,
14” Oak Special,

The Epworth League is sponsoring
two playlets to be presented in the
Methodist vestry Wednesday, June 1.
■The titles of the clever productions
are “The Rector” and “A Royal
iSpark.” Miss Margaret B. Johnson
is acting as business manager.

There will be initiation at the
meeting of Edwin Libby Relief Corps
tonight. The gift of $25 recently
presented to the Corps by Comrades
Philbrick and Huntley was made by
Edwin Libby Post to aid the Corps in
its convention expenses, a gift great
ly appreciated.

.121//2

Children’s Knit Dresses Size 1 4 only 2.98

Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.,
has appointed as headquarters com- j
mittee for the State convention in [
this city in June, Mrs. Lena Merry,
Mrs. Ella Flye and Mrs. Bernice,
Jackson.

Make her happy without spend
ing all you’ve got. You’11 be proud
of one of our guaranteed, low
priced cars.

' I

' .25

Children’s Gordon Extra Heavy

Misses’

Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.,
is invited to attend Memorial serv
ices at the Thomaston Baptist
Church Sunday at 7.15 p. m.

SOMETHING i VOUR BESTQRL
PRETTY .
"

.25

Children's Gordon RoundTicket

Mrs. Alvah Smith is at Stoning
ton for a few days in the interests
of the Stonington Furniture Co.

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

.25&.50

Black-Brown-White

The city stores will be closed’ Me
morial Day.

John Kirkpatrick has moved from
The Meadows to Union where he has
employment.

Bath will be sold Saturday

SPRAYS
7 Flower,
10 Flower,

1 2 Flower,

l

Sizes 14 1 o 38

and

BASKETS
Small Size,
Large Size,
Pillows,
Crosses,

$7.95

$2.95

.79
1.50
1.69
2.98

$6.50

.69
1.50
2.50
1.50

For The Last Day Of
The Sale

Chenille Rugs

SHEETS

o 11 /en*

Blue-Rose-Green-Mais-Orchid-

For This Sale
81x90—81x99

Dul-o-Tone

Blaik

Modernistic Designs

and 49C

24x36

24x48

No. 777 Chiffon weight picot top

v

27x51

79c-$1.39-$1.69

Our Regular 51.35

$1.00

Our Regular Stock

^SENTER CRANE COMPANY*
Winslow-Holbrook
Drum
On account of dryness the ban on
Matinee at' Park Theatre at 4
Members of the American Legion I Two insane patients were taken to
The Rockland locals are called out i "The
o'clock this afternoon—a High Schoo Auxiliary are requested to meet at the Bangor hospital this week by for practice Friday evening, by Capt. i Corps will march in the forenoon brook fishing is still in effect. Fish
■ Legion hall Sunday at 10 a. m. to at- City Marshal Richardson.
McPhee. If you hear any creaking Memorial Day parade at Damari- ing from boats on lakes and rivers
benefit.

(tend services at the Universalist
sounds or groans next morning you'll
There will be a school for Battery E Church in a body. Also to meet at
The circus which has been ex know why.
officers, at the Armory, 7 o'clock Fri the hall Monday at 1.30 for forming hibiting in W. H. Glover Co.'s win
for the Memorial Day exercises.
day night
dow has folded its tents, and will
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., meets
soon play a nengagement in Bath, tomorrow night, with 6 o’clock sup
L. A. Walker, agent for the North it is rumored.
Drift Inn at Martinsville opens
per in charge of Mrs. Minnie Miles,
under new management tomorrow western Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
i Mrs. Hazel Atwood will act as pro
night with a free clambake at 6 accompanied by his assistant, Lloyd
“The Butler clock has got to paint gram chairman.
Spear, attended a meeting of agents
o’clock, followed by dancing.
at Hallowell Monday. Sunday Mr. its weather-worn face pretty soon if
A funeral coach of latest design, in Walker and Mr. Spear were at Bar- it expects us to get the accurate time
Jud Flanagan of Rockland has
which the casket may be placed from rows Farm, Togus Pond, for the out from it.” Such was the reflection of blazed into the limelight at Provi
barber
Irving,
whose
northern
win

either side or the rear, has been re ing enjoyed by the agents.
dence College where he demonstrat
dow looks out in that direction.
ceived by Bowes & Crozier. It was
ed so much ability at golf that he
brought from the factory ln Lima,
Reginald Boardman, gifted New
was given a place on the varsity
Ohio, by H. B. Bowes and Richard F. England pianist who was heard in a
Last fall the pupils of Miss Mad team. Commenting upon his initial
Saville, and was bought through the Rockland concert two summers ago lene Rogers’ school had studies on match, against Brown University, the
will come from Boston early in June the American Indian, a fact wiiich Providence Journal said:
Rockland Garage.
“The
for a short visit with his parents, Mr. was mentioned in the school notes Brown golf team scored a 7 to 2 vic
Doctor—"Have you any idea how and Mrs. W.A. Boardman, Islesboro. of this paper, and thereby carried tory over the Providence College
your wife caught this terrible cold?” Mr. Boardman has been accustomed into the west. Last Monday Miss linksmen at the Agawam Hunt
Husband—“I think it was on ac to spend the long summer vacation Rogers received a bundle of news course in the first meeting between
at his old home, but this year he has papers from Billings, Montana, con these two rivals. The two Friars
count of her coat.”
accepted a position as pianist at the taining much of interest on the sub to score points were Peter Vucci, who
“Too thin, eh?”
“No; it was last winter's one, and Crawford Notch House and will leave ject-pictures and articles treating scored a brilliant two up victory
she didn't wear it.”—Bennington to begin his work there the latter of the Indians, all very informing, over George Schwenk, and “Jud”
part of June.
Banner.
and for which Miss Rogers and her Flanagan, newcomer to the team,
pupils are very thankful to the boys who also downed Fred Bailey two up.
The Grand Chapter O. E. S.. in and girls in Billings who collected the Both Vucci and Flanagan were
I For The Courier-Gazette I
Portland this week had these mem matter and sent it across the coun forced to stage remarkable finishes
WHERE OUTDOOR DREAMS COME
TRUE
bers of Golden Rod Chapter in at- J try. “If you wish the world to know on thc final hole to triumph. Flana
A Vacation Villanelle
tendance: Mrs.
Vivian Hewett, | what you are doing” (a correspon gan was forced to make a remark
In Maine where outdoor dreams come worthy matron, Mrs. Helen Chap
dent writes) “just have it mentioned able approach shot to get his par
true.
man, Mrs. Belle Frost (district depu- j in The Courier-Gazette.”
four on the 18th to down Bailey.
And Nature captivates and thrills,
ty grand matron), Mrs. Clara Watts. |
Flanagan is associate editor of the
Joys unsurpassed arc offered you.
Mrs. Blanche Maxey, Mrs. Abbie
Providence College paper, Daily TieEach day brings change and something Campbell, Mrs. Florence Phiibrook.
WALDOBORO
up."
new.
Mrs. Nellie Dow, Mrs. Maitie Spauld
Midst crystal lakes and lovely hills.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barter are re
In Maine where outdoor dreams come ing. Miss Lucy Rhodes, Miss Kath
true.
erine Veazie, Mrs. Gertrude Boody. ceiving congratulations on the birth
Mrs. Maud Blodgett. Mrs. Ivy Chatto. of a daughter May 19.
You motor, tramp, sail waters blue,
COMMUNITY
Mrs. Annie Thompson, Mrs. J. H.
Mrs. Katherine St. Clair. Arthur
As Inclination freely wills.
Joys unsurpassed are offered you.
Wisner, George W. Gay, Mrs. Susie Lovell, Mrs. Medora Perry and Miss
Campbell and Mr. and Mrs. George Angela Perry were in Northeast Har
The valley vista, mountain view.
bor Sunday. Ralph Lovell is manager
The love of landscapes deep Instills.
Orcutt.
of a drug store in that place.
In Maine where outdoor dreams come
true.
Impressive baccalaureate services
SOUTH HOPE, ME.
WAN-TA TAXI?
were held at the Methodist Church
A week, a month, the season through.
PHONE
999
Business;
515-J
Residence
Sunday evening for the graduating
Mid scenes that dissipate your Ills,
Any Purpose. Scenic or Historic
Joys unsurpassed are offered you.
class of Waldoboro High School. Rev.
Points Visited. Reservations Solicited A. G. Davis gave the address and mu
Fatigue and cares you here eschew.
Roomy Car—Chandler 8
sical selections were by Guy I. Waltz,
Health finds yoti out and hope fulfills.
In Maine where outdoor dreams come
Write V. P. HALL
soloist, and Dr. M. I., Palmer, Roy
true.
21 Rockland Street,
Rockland, Me. Mack, Maurice and Burton Hilton,
Joys unsurpassed are offered you.
he graduation exercises will be held in
LETS GO! 1932
Henry Felton Huse.
63-64
Medomak hall, June 3.
North Haven, Me.
59-T-Th-tf

SWEET SHOP

Lobster, Chicken and
Steak Dinners
$1.00

Efcotta, as well as in the afternoon is permissible. Excellent luck at
parade in this city.
salmon and trout fishing is reported
at Georges, Aitorus and Megunti
Deputy Collectors H. W. Thorndike cook lakes.
and Charles A. Magee were in Castine
this week measuring thc new 43-foot
schooner yacht built by Mace Eaton
for Joseph A. Moller of Evanston,
the name Keds
Illinois.
is right on the
shoe
Deputy Collector Thorndike and
Inspector Magee of the Customs
House were in Castine Tuesday on
business. They were accompanied by
Mr. Thorndike's daughter, Mrs. Ken! neth Mills.
BORN
BARTER At Waldoboro. May 19. to Mr
and Mrs. Cecil Barter, a daughter.
REED -At Knox Hospital. Rorkland. May
25, to Mr and Mrs. Carl 8. Reed ol
Owl's Head, a son. Sullivan Webster.

MARRIED
STONE-CONTI -At Roekland. May 5. bv
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. Dana F
J Stone of Thomaston and Miss Rita
Belle Conti of Rockland.

GENUINE

Keds

DIED
CALDERWOOD -At Rockport. May 25.
Capt. Mark W. Calderwood. aged 89
years. 1 month. 16 days. Funeral Fri
day at 2 o'clock Irom CO Russell ave
nue. Rockport.
GORDON—At East Liberty. May 12
Abram B. Gordon, aged 68 years, 11
mouths. 25 days.

the play and sport shoes
of the nation—the
shoes the champions
wear

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank neighbors and
friends who so kindly assisted us In
our recent bereavement: also for the
beautiful floral tributes, and cars offered.
Veto Leo. Mrs. A. W. Beaton and family.
CARD OF THANKS
In deep appreciation of the many
favors and acts of kindness shown dur
ing the last Illness of our loved one.
Leander C. Woodcock of Vlnalhaven.
who died May 20 at Knox Hospital: to
the hospital staff, to Dr. Brown, to his
true friends front Camden. Rockland and
Vlnalhaven. also the Order of Eagles
of Rockland. Sous of Veterans of Vinal
haven and other friends, and for the
beautiful flowers sent, we extend our
heartfelt thanks.
Tlie Immediate family. Donald and
Edwin Woodcock. Vlnalhaven; and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles II. Woodcock, Thomas

ton.

•

WE HAVE THEM

FOR YOU

Boys Attaboy, Tennis and
Baseball Bat $1.39

L.E. BLACKINGTON
CLOTHING AND SHOES
310 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
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POLITICAL GOSSIP

AN IMPORTANT CONFERENCE

CAMDEN

The grade schools will close June ■
Confident that Franklin D. Roose
velt's capture of 106 delegates last 10 and the High School June 17.
Stirling W. Hastings was operated
week had demonstrated his ability to
ward off the influences of temporary on Wednesday morning at Com
setbacks—such as that in California munity Hospital for appendicitis.
—managers of the New York Gov
Mrs. Agnes Ware has resigned as
ernor's pre - convention campaign clerk in Burkett's bakery and Mrs.
hope this week to put 26 more in his Gilbert Bryant has taken the posicolumn.
j tion.
This would give the leading canMrs. Mertic Crowley has arrived
didate for the Democratic President from Boston to spend the summer
nomination 599 convention votes— here.
well over a majority—if his support-, Mrs. Agnes Knowlton has returned
ers claims to 105 in Pennsylvania from a visit in Boston and vicinity
and New York are included. It
Gerald Dalzell is the guest of his
would be 171 short of the 770 re sister Mrs. Ralph Cromwell in Midquired for the nomination.
dleboro. Mass.
The 26 promised Roosevelt this
Herbert Thomas of Northeast Harweek by his campaign workers are j bor wdu
d Memorial. Day here
divided thus: Delaware 6, Colorado j wjth his famlly
12 and Utah 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mullen of
After next week, only 122 Demo-' Concord Mass„ ___
and ___
Miss _____
Susan
cratic delegates will remain to be jones of Boston will arrive the latter
se ected to mke toe cwivention j part Qf the week t0 spend a few days
total of 1154. Of these the Roosevelt
Mr and Mrs ABie Q pillsburyi
advocates hope to corral 98. mclud.
ing: Florida 14, Idaho 8. Indiana 30,1 Mlgn slreelThe
degree
was conferred on sev
Mississippi 20, and North Carolina
26. with most of the opposition com- | eral candidates at Maiden Cliff Re
bekah Lodge Wednesday evening.
ing in Indiana and North Carolina.
of the Methodist
If these hopes are realized and the, The ladies
.
. . .. society
claims to 105 in Pennsylvania and wl» h°>d a summer £ale at the vestry
New York hold good at Chicago. June 29Roosevelt would go into the conven- 1 Fred Miller has returned from
tion with 697 votes or only 73 short Winterport where he spent the winof two-thirds. With such an im- j ter_ .
. _ ,
pressive block of delegates, his sup- ' Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Pooley re
porters feel the 73 would be quickly cently entertained the following at
forthcoming
their new home Bpnjamin
on the Belfast
road:
forthcoming.
Pooley
of

The Ideal Hotel for You in BOSTON
Is The New

(Continued from Page One)
i the efforts of this committee a plan !
- ------------------------------------------------ i will be adopted by the Department i
and a repeal of the so-called recap- of Education in Washington for pubture clause, mast of the railroad sys- lie instruction in the principles of
George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.
terns would be able to operate under practical economics, whereby the fuAt North Station
more normal business conditions ture generations can be benefited by
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. &,
DEPOT
profitably, and regain their former the events of this major business de
credit and good standing among the pression The Federal commission in
institutions and investors.
turn called a conference of 10 educa
All Transit Facilities at Door
A gorgeous banquet was held in the tors from State and city school sys
ball room, where the entire floor tems, who are studying a practical
A TOWER OF
and first balcony were filled with plan of instruction to be adopted.
HOSPITALITY
tables, all candle lighted. An orches
Major General Charles W. Berry,
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-in
tra of 20 pieces furnished music, and j comptroller of the City of New York,
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
several acts of comedy vaudeville gave an addreSs on Municipal
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
gave much amusement. An address Finance. The problem of a balanced
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
was given by Robert Lincoln O'Brien, I budget, and the essential need of
chairman of the United States Tariff strict economy to keep the audit of
New England’s Most Modernly Equipped
Commission, a very able speaker, on , all cities in good standing, is as essenand Perfertly Appointed Hotel....................
the effect of tariffs in relation to tial as a national balanced budget,
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
Come in and look over this fine large stock cf men’s
present business conditions. His Much progress has been made along
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
opinion seemed to be that it would ; these lines.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
Suits, Top Coats, Broadcloth Shirts, Necties—in fact
be impossible for business conditions,
The remaining addresses covered
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
especially in Europe, to improve, un reports of various committees on uni
Write for Descriptive Literature
less the tariff barriers of the numer form methods and forms used by mu- j
everything that men and young men wear at
ous large and small nations are re tual savings banks such as deposit '
Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.
moved and the avenues of trade again and withdrawal slips, collateral and
53*137
opened. This tariff wall seems to be mortgage forms, thereby making sav
one of the outstanding causes of the ings in tlie operation of every bank.
deplorable condition of business ac
The question which all would like
tivities of all nations. Just how these to know was not solved—When will :
tariff walls can be broken down is a normal business conditions arrive?
problem for the future to solve— But from it all one could not see
much more difficult than before the much hope offered for 1932. although
setting up of so many independent improvement could start with a bal
nations as provided under the Ver anced national budget and better
MIKE ARMATA, Prop.
sailles agreement.
working conditions in Congress.
Opp.
Park
Theatre
Park St.
Economic Education was the sub
President Hoover was popular with
ject of an address by Orrin C. Lester, the delegates and much applauded
St. George, Capt. and Mrs. Edward
The Socialist Ticket
vice president of the Bowery Savings when his name was mentioned.
Rawley. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark and
Norman
Thomas
of
New
York
were badly nipped Monday night, the
Bank of New York, the largest mu
E. F. Hellier. treasurer of the Rock
I children of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs.
WARREN
Sunday
was
nominated
Socialist
temperature being 32 degrees and a
tual savings bank in the world, with land Savings Bank, attended the con
Walter Whittier of Rockport and
candidate for President. His cam
deposits of over $450,000,000. Mr. ference, and to him The Courier-Ga
Remarkable results are re
Bart Pellicane of Rockland is em killing frost the cause. Ice one paign. he assured the Socialist na ' Mrs. Chester Dean and Mr. and Mrs.
Lester is chairman of the committee zette is indebted for the above com' ployed at the Plymouth Filling Sta quarter of an inch thick was found.
ported in unsolicited testi
' Chester Pooley and child of Cam
tional convention at Milwaukee,
on economic education, and through prehensive report.
Tuesday's
temperature
was
raw
ana
monials from well known
tion.
den. Dinner was served and the af
will
be
a
relentless
war
against
Re

and progressive florists and
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Partridge and cold, but the air was warmer Wed- publican and Democratic parties and fair was really a house warming
dscape gardeners who are using
two daughters of Lexington, Mass., ; nesday.
although the new residence is not
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crockett and against "the kingdom of poverty.” quite completed.
our new, special formula.
were overnight guests Monday of Mr.
Thomas
was
the
Socialist
candidate
and Mrs. William Partridge enroute : son Harvel went) to Boston Tuesday in 1928.
home from Bluehill where they have i morning, the little one to receive
Greenhouse Special
VINALHAVEN
James H. Maurer of Pennsylvania,
’ treatment and undergo an opera
to treat 6000. Their nurses used to a summer home.
(Continued from Page One)
I No Filler)
for 16 years president of the Federa
tion
at
the
Osteopathic
Hospital
at
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Andrews re
go out and take care of toe drunken
Next Saturday Vinalhaven High
of
Labor
in
that
state
was
tion
C. Hodgkins. Mrs. Emma C. Perkins and debauched. They went among opened their summer home here Jamaica Plain. Marie and Emerson,
Fertilizer
named toe party’s candidate for vice will play Thomaston High at Vinal
Mrs. Lillian Webster, Rockland: Mrs. the women whose husbands never Monday.
other children of Mr. and Mrs. president. He was chosen by accla haven. Tis rumored toe Thomaston
A
UM)
r
f
all
around
fertilizer with a Venezuelan
Helen Cummings, Union: Mrs. Carrie came home until every cent had been
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase Crockett are with their maternal mation after Mrs. Victor L. Berger boys will be accompanied by 50 root
Sheep Manure and Organic Tankage base.
Aldus, Camden; honorary members, spent. Now they live among another returned Sunday to Newton Centre, grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Charier
of Milwaukee declined to accept a ers. This will be the last game on
Joel Fernald, Camden; William N. class of workers.”
Mass., after spending several days 1 Ring of East Warren.
For
the School street grounds for the
place on the ticket.
• * • •
Benner, Rockland.
Willard Wyllie is taking Mr.
here making their summer home
Vinalhaven
Thomas was nominated after he High School teams.
Lawns,
Vegetables,
Flowers,
Greenhouses and Putting Greens.
At the Children's Hour the local
The resolutions were adopted:
Crockett
’
s
place
at
the
mill
during
Hillsview, ready for occupancy.
had defeated overwhelmingly a plays at St. George June 1 and at
teachers, Miss Nettie Knight and
Priced Itca:tinal>ly At your dealer or
Mrs. Elizabeth Leach opened her ’ his absence.
Preamble
spirited effort to commit the So Camden June 4.
Miss Lucine Arau presented two
Tuesday guests of Miss Mabel cialist party to a policy of confisca
We. members of the Knox County boarding house at the mill rent next
A. A. Peterson left Monday for a
groups of school children in an enter Woman's
Crawford were Mr. and Mrs. Gardi tion of the principal industries of the business trip in Boston.
Christian
Temperance the postoffice Monday.
Portland Rendering Company
taining program. Ten children with Union, assembled in our forty-fifth
Mrs. Maurice Ginn of Rockland ner Daniels of East Union.
E. A. Smalley returned Wednesday
nation as a step in establishment of
Mfgrs. of Portland Organic
red, white and blue sashes and caps, annual convention, give grateful spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Hill of North Warren was a Socialist society. "I would not care from Rockland.
Fertilizers
gave an acrostic—T. E. M. P. E. R. thanks to Almighty God for his con Benjamin Starrett.
[ operated upon Friday night for acute to be a candidate on the ticket of a
Leonard Vinal of Rockland is the
(A Type For Every Crop)
A. N. C. E., reciting in unison tinued leadership and trusting in his
I
appendicitis
at
Knox
Hospital.
He
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brennan
party wedded to the idea of confis guest of his daughter Mrs. John
“Americans' Creed," giving the Flag guidance
______ express
___ ____
our determination were supper guests Monday night of i is reported to be doing well.
cation,” Thomas said in an address Chilles.
Salute, singing "America, and The I
bo]d fast and g0 forward.
Mrs. Henry V. Starrett is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar of
Mrs. Wilbra Billings left Tuesday
to the 250 delegates.
Man We Love.” Philip Pendleton
Prohibition
A huge bull moose was seen Mon
Rockland.
« « « «
for Bath after visiting relatives in
Rear 456 Main Street
acted as announcer.
arH.+i„nl
Resolved: That we declare our beThose from this place who attend day morning by Mrs. Eugene Skin
town.
Political Briefs
A
^tistical- ljef
prohibition is toe best ed the Grand Chapter, O.E.S., at ner who lives on the Middle road.
Roekland, Me. Phone 226
The Boston Post cane was recently
Deadlocked in secret session for presented by First Selectman C. L.
ly dressed in colonial flumes, pre- ,
of dealing with toe liquor Portland Tuesday and Wednesday of
Warren High will play Waldoboro
sented the pageant— Scenes from traffic
. ... and we will
...»continue
„nHn„„ our cam_ this week were Mr. and Mrs. Chester i at Waldoboro Friday afternoon.
three hours in a futile effort to se Boman to the town’s oldest citizen.
the life of Washington.” The sub
Wyllie, Mrs. Laura Seavey, Mrs'
At Mystic Rebekah Lodge Monday lect a national committeeman from Woodbury Dean, who will be 90 years
jects were Mary Bryant acting as paign of education and enforcement. Gertrude Starrett, Mrs. Louie Drew- evening mothers and daughters three candidates, no one of whom of age June 19.
That
we
protest
against
the
propoannouncer, "Mother Mary,” “The ganda of the anti-prohibition forces ett and Mrs. Alzada Simmons.
night was observed, 14 daughters actually was placed in nomination,
Willis Kossuth Is receiving treat
Cherry Tree,” "The Surveyor,” “The
being present. A fine program of toe Maine Democratic delegation to ment at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Harvey Buber has been ill.
and
call
on
the
press
that
facts
are
Soldier,” "The General,” “Making the
the
national
convention,
Saturday
Mrs. Fred Lawry returned Monday
Alfred Wyllie has been visiting his games, music and refreshments was
Flag,” “At Valley Forge,” "Crossing plainly stated regarding toe success grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Fred enjoyed.
deferred the election until its pre- from Rockland.
the Delaware,” "Surrender of Corn- | of
convention
gathering
in
Chicago
next
The Needlecraft Club met Wednes
Sunday morning at the CongregaThat we support for nomination Wyllie during the absence of his par
wallis," “The
First President,”
j tional Church Rev. H. I. Holt will month. The candidates voted for day with Mrs. Guy Peaslee.
ents.
and
election
to
public
office
only
“Father of His Country.” Mrs. Jose
Lafayette Carver Post and other
Virginia Wyllie and Robert Wyllie , speak on "My Country—What Is It?" were D. J. McGillicuddy of Lewiston
phine Sizer, convention speaker, those who are real supporters of the
Constitution of the U. S. including dpent Tuesday and Wednesday with At the evening service his subject who has been the national commit patriotic societies will attend Union
briefly addressed the children.
i will be, “Is Democracy Safe for 'the teeman for the past 16 years; Ex- Church on Memorial Sunday. May 29
UNION
Soloists who favored the convention the 18th Amendment. We stand for Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler.
Mavor W. J. Gilpatrick of Saco and at toe morning service. Rev. P. J.
I
the
enforcement
of
toe
prohibitory
Mr,
and
Mrs.
John
Marshall
i World?”
with pleasing musical selections were
Mayor W. F. Mabee of Eastport. Clifford will preach. Poppy Day will
Two moose were seen at 2 o'clock The delegation elected F. Otis Gould
The Washington Church school
Mrs. Alfred Wilman, Miss Mamie i law and for its observance by all citi visited Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bridges
at South Penobscot over the week- Saturday afternoon near the resi- of Madison as chairman, and Edward be observed at toe 7 o'clock service visited the school in Union Sunday.
Jean Cote, of Camden and Miss Chrys- zens.
with a ■ program by members of
That whatever the result of the end. They were accompanied by dence of John Connell.
tal Stanley of Appleton. Dinner and i Geneva
C. Moran, Jr., of Rockland as its Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post, A. L. The joint attendance numbered 144,
we
Safe Way To Ixise Fat
At the Baptist Church Sunday secretary.
and all enjoyed the visit.
supper were served in the church by - .
, conference
,
, will
.. continue. George Leonard who caught five fine
and Auxiliary.
morning. Rev. Mr. Welch's topic will
Rev. and Mrs. Moyle with Mrs.
the entertaining union, Mrs. Etta 10 work and pray for disarmament salmon Sunday.
» a ♦ »
Charles Woodcock who was in town Jennie Thurston, Mrs. Ethel Griffin : Take the case of Miss Madelone
Miss Julia Libbey is guest this be. “The 'I Will’ of Christ;" Bible
Son many'T thS^VX | ““ ‘SSeSX
A nearly complete poll of the 13 the past week to attend toe funeral and Mrs. Clara Wallace attended } Crowley, for instance, who lives in
week of Mrs. Raymond Borneman.
school at noon with the continuance
Mrs. John Smith Fogg of Bidde- of the Red and Green contest; delegates to the Republican National of his brother Leander Woodcock, has the W.C.T.U. convention Monday at Little Rock, Ark. Just read her letter:
ed the Bok Gardens, some of them
make aI] e e F taJer effort
f the first time
heretofore to reach the young wito ford is spending the summer with ( Christian Endeavor at 6; Miss Mar- convention from Maine, indicates returned to Thomaston.
Camden. They also called on Mrs. i
Mrs. Carrie Page, formerly of this B. W. Russell who has been very ill ; "I
“! have used Kruschen Salts for
At the evening session devotional temperance and religious teaching in her mother Mrs. Annie Atkins Spear, guerite Simmons, leader; praise and that a majority favor some kind of
town,
recently
entertained
30
friends
prohibition
referendum
plank
in
one
year—when I started I weighed
Rehearsals
are
going
on
for
toe
preaching
service
at
7.
the
evening
but
is
now
convalescing.
service was conducted by Rev. Leroy th® schoo's and Sutlt?a?'
Some of toe teachers from the 140 pounds—now I weigh 110 pounds
Health Parade in which all the chil topic to be, “The Battle of Princi the platform to be adopted there. at a lawn party at the home of Dr.
Campbell.
wrtu
8P P
Five of the delegates took this stand and Mrs. Wilson in Chevy Chase, Md. church school, with the superintend and never felt better in my life.”
dren of toe village schools will par- ples,” a memorial service.
Mrs. Josephine Sizer gave the ad- •1
The company included many from
dress of the evening on "Success
The
anti-prohibition ticipate. The march will start at
There were 113 bovs and girls in without reservation. Others did not the First Congregational Church of ent went to Pleasantville Sunday
“Success of
of I,
1 Whereas:
That's the big reason a host of me
Prohibition. Financial and Scientific,” ' ?orces aft®r fou^. y®ars of agita?°n the h'?h school building at 2 o'clock attendance at the Baptist Church care to commit themselves on the Washington, and a number of Maine and held a song service at the schooland women take Kruschen to lose
question for publication until the
A forceful and inspiring speaker, she ' have not been able to Present a be.- standard time Friday afternoon and school Sunday.
house.
people. A program of piano and
pointed out the fallacies of toe wet! tpr Pla" than Prohibition and | wiU end at postofflce Square, where
Donald McEdward has moved his weight—as toe fat goes you gain in
Warren postoflice will observe the delegation had met and toe matter vocal music •was followed by a talk by
family into the Elmer Messer house ! health—skin clears—eyes grow bright
program, and hammered home with ] ^erc^toey
' an entertainment will be put on. following hours Memorial Day: 7 had been talked* over.
* * •
Rev
Dr.
Stockbridge,
pastor
of
that
—activity replaces indolence.
above the Common.
telling blows, the prohibition side of which means return to the old con- | Eacb school will carry a banner and a. m to 11.30 a. m., standard time.
church, and by Rev. Dr. James also
What Owen Young Raid
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robbins of 1 Take one-half teaspoon of Kruschen
Friday will be tag day for the War
the argument, telling of the fight ditions of State option; be it resolved. gOjd s^ar pupils wjh wear a shoulder
of
Washington,
and
the
reading
of
a
Political leaders are discussing the
Southwest Harbor were at Edmund in a glass of hot water every morning
that is now on and of the need for that we request the delegates from I band W’ith a bright gold star and gilt ren High Athletic Association.
before breakfast—cut down on fatty
possible significance on Al Smith in group of original poems by Alice L. Harding's over the weekend.
all supporters to rally to the standard our State, to the National party con- health pin. It is hoped that the
a speech by Newton D. Baker, con Gould of Vinalhaven. Refreshments
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Plumer recently J meats, potatoes and sweets—a jar of
New Tourist Home
of temperance, prohibition and en ventions to give their votes for en- SqUare will be clear of parked cars
were then served in the charming spent a day in Portland.
Kruschen that costs but a trifle lasts
forcement rather than repeal planks. | sc as to enable more to hear and see.
“The Plymouth,” Warren’s new sidered a possible 1932 candidate ior grove beside the home.
forcement.
4 weeks—get it at D. L. McCarty or
• • • »
Remember the hour. 2 to 3 standard Tourist's Home and Tea Room, is the party nomination.
Mr. Sizer, who was for many camouflaged as resubmission.
any drugs'ore in the world—but for
'Al Smith was 50 times as big as
Resolved, that this convention go time, and the place Postoflice square. soon to be opened under the pro
years president qf the Minnesota
High School Notes
your health’s sake demand and get
tbe
platform
they
stood
him
on,"
on
record
as
favoring
Senator
BrookNORTH
HAVEN
Tliis
is
the
first
time
that
Warren
prietorship
of
J.
Maynard
Brennan,
W.C.T.U., said she felt as if standing
All classes have been taking exami Kruschen Saits.
on sacred ground in Maine, the State hart's bill, No. 3770, concerning mo schools have put on anything of the who is associated in this enterprise Baker said as he addressed a meeting
Friends of Lester Greenlaw are nations sent out by the University
of
the
party's
county
Democratic
tion
pictures
as
it
eliminates
four
of
kind, although Health Day has been with Mrs. Agnes Brennan and Miss
of Neal Dow and of Lillian M. N.
toe evils of the present system, and observed for several years. Miss Clytie Spear of New York. The es committee. Although Baker has re- very sorry to learn of the injury to of Maine.
Stevens.
Two new pupils have been ad- j DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
right hand incurred one day last
suggest
that
each
woman
write
hei
Grace Lawrence, R. N., will be pres- tablishment consists of the house, p< atcdly declared he is not a candi his
"Prohibition is a real success,” she
week when hauling up a mooring. mitted this term, Allen Reynolds, a
date
for
the
present
nomination,
Senator,
asking
him
to
support
this
pnt
said, “though not as well enforced as
; where rooms for tourists will • be
In some wav the chain cut the finger member of the freshman class, from
DENTIST
we would like to have it. The news bill.
Supt Frank D. Rowe and Princi- available, the Tea Room, which is a many prominent Democrats have said of the hand and infection followed. Waldoboro, and Lillian Kirkpatrick
he
is
either
their
first
or
compromised
We
earnestly
recommend
that
our
302
Main
St.
TeL 915-M
Rockland
papers play up the wet propaganda
pal Charles Dwina.1 were present smaller recently erected building and choice for the honor.
After local treatment for a day it of the sophomore class, from Rodk- ;
and play down the dry facts. With members subscribe for and read Star Monday evening at the schoolmen's I a filling station service. The house,
land.
*
was
deemed
best
for
him
to
go
to
the
139*80
Various
political
officers
held
that
________
Al Smith and Clarence _Darrow
wein the East and toe Union Signal.
dinner at Stockton.
\ which has -been newly renovated and the words of Baker were likely to hospital in Rockland. At last re
The sophomore class held a pub- )
must agree that the 18th Amendment And we r5c,otPn?^nd,?he Young Cru"
Members of Warren Lodge, 1.0.0 F. 1 decorated is modern in its conveni- win favor wito friends of the former port the hand was in bad shape, but lie supper in I.O.O.F. hall last Thurs
is in the Constitution and Is there J sader as helpful to the young,
are invited to the annual memorial ences. and insures a comfortable, atday night.
Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
to stay. It can be nullified, or it can ' Resolved: We extend our thanks to service at Mvstic Rebekah Lodge on i tractive and pleasant place in which New York governor without drawing hope is strong that it may be saved.
The seniors had their pictures | tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Tuesday morning about 8.30, evi
any enmity from the present New
be enforced. It will be enforced when the Camden W.C.T.U. for its hos- toe evening of June 13. Degree work ' to stay.
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
York chief executive, Franklin D. dently catching from a chimney taken Monday in Rockland. They
• METHYL BALM
majority of the citizens of any \ pitality, to the Baptist Church for.the will follow.
The Tea Room is a colorful spot Roosevelt, now leading Smith by a spark, the roof of the house owned are busy making final plans for the j will bring almost instant relief?
use
of
their
edifice,
and
to
all
tha
community get behind toe law and
Supt.
Lord
of
Camden
and
Supt.
JOHNSTON
S DRUG STORE
graduation
which
takes
place
June
I
where
old
blue
contrasts
with
new
ROCKLAND
demand its enforcement. When the have contributed to our entertain I Frank Rowe were speakers Tuesday wood rafters and monk's cloth wide margin in the contest for dele and occupied by Parker Stone was 10. The class parts have been as- I 73 PARK ST„
discovered
afire.
The
alarm
was
gates.
Sent
Post
Paid
on receipt of price
law was new we did not know how " clara Sawyer, Hope D. Brewster, at Castine Normal School
signed and are well una°rway: Vale
* * * »
drapes. Geraniums in old blue pots
50 rents
18-Th-tf
sounded
by
Mr.
McCabe
of
Bangor
to enforce it, we had to learn. At!
I Five children of toe Warren add a higher note to this pleasant
Jerseyites For Smith
who chanced to be walking up toe dictory, Dorothy Morine; salutatory,
first almost anyone could get on the Mabel S. Heald, Committee on Reso schools will be taken to Union Fri eating room where lunches, ice
Lloyd Martin: class history, Gert- .
New Jersey Democrats Tuesday street and seeing the flames aroused rude Antilla; prophecy, Barbara
force, but now they are required to lutions.
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
day morning to a dental clinic at cream and so forth will be served
the community. Fortunately there
promised
Smith
their
32
convention
pass a very stiff civil examination.
the office of Dr. Stephenson.
with lobsters a specialty. The iron votes after being assured "we have was no wind and even though the Payson: gifts, Dorothea Hannan;
“All crime is laid to prohibition,;
APPLETON RIDGE
& SON, Inc.
Miss Margaret Ruggles of Thomas wall candle lights and lanterns are our eyes open for every opportunity” shingles of the roof were very dry will, Philip Morine.
whereas in England outside of LonRoger Elms and Olive MacNaham ton has been secured —
The Athletic Association will pre- !
as speaker at in harmony with the Colonial atmosthe
fire
was
extinguished
in
15
min

with
resjiect
to
their
favorite
son.
Gov.
Cemetery
Memorials
don, crime has increased 410 percent of Belmont, Virgil Fowies of Belfast tbe june meeting of the Warren ' phere of the place. It mav be in
sent a royalty play, 'Baby Steps [
utes or so bv means of a ladder and Out," at the Town hali, at 830
A. Harry Moore.
EAST
UNION,
MAINE
y“rs’°L KLWere Women's Club. Her subject will be , keeping with toe bi-centennial spi
» ♦ » *
spirit
garden hose. The damage was slight o’clock, daylight time. It will be fol
tion law. As to the revenue lost j gunday visitors at L. N. Moody’s,
4-tf
"Garden Paths Through Italy." Roll of these days to add in passing that
and
covered
by
insurance.
Socialists Are Wet
through prohibition—if toe plan to
Miss Arolyn Condon. R. N, Miss call, current events. The date is
lowed by a dance with music by Rob
.
the
land
on
which
this
house
stands,
The Socialist party will enter the
bring back beer drinking in the Eleanor Friend and Dr. S. Kagen of June 7, at 8 o'clock daylight time.
bins’ Orchestra.
is a part of a grant made during the presidential campaign with a wet
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
United States were brought about, Augusta were Sunday visitors of Mr.
Miss Christine Brown of Warren
Charles
Overlock
and
crew
started
j
Washington
administration
to
toe
Whereas Elmer Carlson and Mary A
platform. The national convention
the amount required for tax raising and Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
was
a recent visitor,
Carlson,
by
their
mortgage
deed
dated
work
Tuesday
on
a
concrete
walk
at
maternal grandmother of the pres in a riotous session Tuesday commit
would fill a ditch four feet deep and
Rupert Fish is ill wito bronchitis.
Madolin Hills ’33, who has been ill
May 20th. 1P29. and recorded in Knox
ted the party to government owner County Registry of Deeds, Book 221 in a Portland Hospital, has returned
six miles wide from Boston to Los He is attended by Dr. Keller of the residence of Mr. and M. S. Hahn. ent owners.
Gardens with early vegetables up
The place will afford for the town ship of breweries and distilleries and page 176. conveyed to me the under home and it Is hoped that she will
Angeles. A man never drank him Thomaston.
and the public in general, two filling to local option for each State. The signed a certain lot or parcel of land be able to return to school soon.
self into prosperity and a nation | Mrs. Gertrude Moody, Mrs. Adelia
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
the buildings thereon, situated al
stations, Socony and Pan-Am. The wet plank carried by a vote of 81 to 71 with
Since 1840 this firm has faitofn’i* I
never can.
Martin , Mrs. Laura Fuller, Mrs.
Clark's Island, on the Easterly side of
Union has been rather unfortu
Whrreas Fred E Pease of Appleton in
•
•
*
•
proprietor,
Mr.
Brennan,
is
well
the
Clark
’s Island road, so called, and nate in baseball this year, having
served tlie families of Knox County
"Look beyond the Harlem River to ; Esther Moody and Miss Alice Moody the County of Knox and State of Maine
bopnded and described as follows, tc
by his mortgage deed dated February 24. equipped for this undertaking, hav
Delaware Is Dry
the west, the midwest and south ( Were Rockland visitors Saturday,
LADY ATTENDANT
wit: Beginning at an Iron bolt at the won only three games out of six.
1928 and recorded In Knox Registry of ing been brought up to the trade in
Democrats of Delaware Tuesday Northeasterly corner of another lot or The scores: April 28, at Camden, ]
where the people know what the 18th
Alga Johnson, formerly of this Deeds In Book 218 Page 80 conveyed to
Day
Telephone 450—781-1
the
hotel
of
his
father,
the
late
selected six delegates to the national parcel of land owned bv said Charles A 13-0 ln favor of Camden; May 3, at
Amendment has given to them. Miss place, died last week at his home in me the undersigned, a certain parcel of
real estate situated In said Appleton James Brennan, who, it will be re convention and instructed them for Johnson and 100 feet Easterly from the
Lillian Wald of the Henry Settlement Brookline, Mass.
BURPEE’S
Washington,
8-5,
Union;
May
10,
and bounded and described as follows: membered, managed the old “Ocean
Easterly side line of said Clark’s Island
Roosevelt. The convention defeated road;
House in New York city, representing j Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Moody with
Beginning at a stake and stones
thence Northerly and parallel with Searsmont at Union, 16-2, Sears- j
ROCKLAND,
ME.
not the Four Hundred but the Four Lucy, Ruth and Warren Moody were standing In the Malcomb line at the House” at Port Clyde, and will en- a proposal to advocate a prohibition the Easterly side line of said Clark’i mont; May 12, Washington at Union, i
co’-ner of land formerly owned by James deavor to give a maximum of service referendum.
Island road, 100 faet to an Iron bolt 20-9, Union; May 14, Appleton at
Million, treated only one case of al- in Belfast Saturday.
Davis: thence on said line sixty-slx rods
thence Westerly nnd parallel with the
coholism last year where they used
Mrs Emma A. McCorrison, tax col- to land formerly owned by James Hart, at a minimum price.—adv.
Garner, favorite son of Texas, was Northerly side line of land of said Union, 3-1, Union; May 17, Warren I
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
-------------------------------------------- I lector, was over the Ridge Friday pre thence south 34 degrees east on said
officially given the state’s 46 votes at Charles A Johnson, 100 feet to an iron at Union, 7-10, Warren.
Hart's land slxty-one rods to a stake and ,
STEAMBOAT CO.
bolt in the Easterly side line of said
senting tax bills.
stones; thence southerly and parallel ■
the National. Democratic Convention. Clark's Island road; thence Southerly bj
The concluding chapter in
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
A large number from this town at with said Malcomb line sixtv-slx rods
the Easterly side line of said Clark’!
MOUNT PLEASANT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
a stake and stones at said Dnvts land
tended the annual inter-scholastic to
Island road. 100 feet to a nirn bolt
A M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 735,
to the bounds first mentioned, contain
thence Easterly along thp Northerly side
Vlnalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Roek
speaking contest held at Liberty, Fri ing twenty-five acres more or. less [
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford H. Carroll land about 9.30.
line of the land of said Charles A. John
day evening.
Each participant Being the same land conveyed by Ben- I
Prevents Large Pores
Return- Leaves Roekland at 110 P. M„
son, 100 feet to the place of beginning and son Donald of Auburn visited
P. Upton to Atwood Ripley on j
brought honor to their school and Jamln
Vlnalhaven 2.45, North Haven J.30, Ston
And
Whereas
the
condition
of
said
Stays on Longer
Keys made to order. Keys maue
the 22nd day of Dec. 1845.
his brother T. J. Carroll Sunday.
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan's
mortgage
has
been
broken.
town by the creditable manner of
And whereas the condition of said , No dry or drawn, or pasty, flaky look
to fit locks when original keys are
Mrs. Ernest Stevens has returned ! Island about 6 00 P. M.
Now Therefore, by reason of the
mortgage has been broken.
rendering their part.
B H. RTTN8ON. uenerai Agent.
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
breach of the condition thereof I claim home from Lowell, Mass., where she
Now. Therefore by reason of the with new wonderful MELLO-GLO
of the
140-tf
The baccaJaureate service for the breach
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
books provide keys for all locks
was called by the death of her sister. |
of the condition thereof. I claim Face Powder. Spreads more smoothly
Dated
this
twenty-fourth
day
of
May
graduates of A. H. S. was held Sun a foreclosure of said mortgage.
and stays on longer. No shiny noses.
without bother.
Scissors anrf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
F.
Smith
and
i
A D 1932
Dated at Rockland. Maine. Mav 5. 1932 Prevents large pores.
day morning at the Baptist Church,
Knives Sharpened.
Produces a
daughter Cynthia visited Mr. aqd j GLOBE LAUNDRY4
CHARLES A JOHNSON
ARTHUR D. FISH
toe address by Rev. L. E. Watson.
youthful bloom by hiding tiny lines
STATE OF MAINE
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. A. W. Maloney and Dr. and Mrs. ,
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prlcea
Portland, Maine
The church was prettily decorated Knox. ss.
Knox SS.
May 24th. 1932
Rockland. May 5, 1932.
wrinkles and pores.
Beautiful
Personally Appeared the above sub George Payne at Pleasant Point Quality Work,
Personally appeared the above named women love new French Process
Family Washings
with paper of toe class colors, blue
Arthur D. Fish, and made oath that the
scribed Charles A. Johnson and made Sunday.
and silver, cut flowers and potted foregoing
Called
For
and
Delivers'*
MELLO-GLO.
Its
natural
tone
suits
notice
of
foreclosure
by
him
oath that the above foreclosure notice
Andrew Tolman and Herman !
our continued serial will be found
plants. By request of toe graduates signed is true.
Parcel Delivery Service
by him signed is true.
ROCKLAND
every complexion. Try MELLO-GLO. 408 MAIN ST.
Hutchins of Camden were Sunday j
Before
me.
in these columns next Issue
Before me.
a duet was sung by Mrs. Perry and
Telephone 791
Corner Drug Store and all other
visitors of Mr. Tolman's brother I Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
KATHARINE C. DERRY
EDWARD C. PAYSON
Miss Stanley,
good stores,
96-tf
57-Th-63
Justice of the Peace.
Mason Tolman,
63-Th-69
Justice of the Peace
. 11... .. .......................... ... a» n .hi ■ ■
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NOW GOING ON

PRICES UNHEARD OF
THE MEN’S SHOP

Hotel

MANGER

500 Rooms

Something
Sensational!

PRESS PLAYS UP THE WETS

Rockland Tallow Co

Reduced 30 Pounds
Never Felt Better

HStkAI snt\l< I

► EMBALM ING-j
MOTOR AMBUIANd

Heart

North

Makes You Look
So Fresh, Young KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKPORT
Dr. and Mrs. Harry L. Richards of
Rockland were recent callers on Mrs.
Blanche Ellsworth.
The body of the late Fred J. Par
ttnc
sons was transferred Tuesday from
the Amesbury Hill cemetery to Ayer,
Mass., for interment there.
William St. Marie, who has been
a guest the past week at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Coates, re
turned Tuesday to Springfield, Mass.
Mrs. Carrie B. Cavanaugh of Port
land is guest this week of her son,
Charles Cavanaugh, West street.
Ralph Blakeley was at home from
Pittsfield to spend the weekend with
his family.
Mrs. Alice Marston was hostess to
the Trytohelp Club Monday evening,
the meeting being held at the home
of Mrs Lena Tominski.
Mrs. Fred LaChance and daughters
Helen and Antoinette of Marblehead,
It takes 6 months to create
Mass., and Waterville, were lunch
eon guests Tuesday of Mrs. Beulah
this mellow flavor that is Clicquot’s ow n distinc
Blakeley.
tive taste. The finest and choicest of flavor in
H. B. Bowes has recently returned
gredients are allowed to ACE 6 MONTHS.
from South Bend, Ind., with a new
Then, and only then, is the ri|>cned blend com
Studebaker hearse to be used by
Bowes and Crozier in their under
bined with sugar and Clicquot’s sparkling water.
taker business.
You have this exclusive process to thank when
The Scribblers’ Club met Monday
you are grateful for the richer mellowness of
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Orissa Merritt in Rockland. The
America’s own fine ginger ale.
next meeting will take place at the
home of Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth on
the afternoon of June 27.
Miss Marion Weidman left Wed
nesday morning for Marcellus, N. Y„
GINGER ALE
'
where she will visit her uncle and
aunt, Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Weidman.
Enroute she will stay overnight with
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Upham in
Quincy, Mass.
Before returning
home Miss Weidman will also visit
her cousin Fred Cole, Rochester, N. Y.
Miss Harriet Cavanaugh has re
• These full pints—16 ounces instead of 12—give you
turned to Rockport after having been
your money’s worth. Bottled in brand-new bottles.
at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Gran
ville Shibles in Westbrook the past
two years.
Miss Mabel Howe of Camden was
an overnight guest Tuesday of her
niece Mrs. Jasper McKinney.
Mrs. Charles. Cavanaugh has been
staying at the home of Wesley Thurs
ton in Rockland while Mrs. Thurston
was attending Grand Chapter, O.E.S.,
in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Priest re
turned Monday from Rutherford,
N. J., where they had been spending
a few days with relatives.
It has been announced by the Fred
A. Norwood, W.R.C. that should the
weather on Memorial Day be unfa
vorable for the usual outdoor observ
ance the exercises will be held in
Town hall at the same hour.
The board of selectmen wish to
state that the report which has been
circulated, to the effect that they
have in anv way attempted to pre
vent the holding of the proposed re
gatta in the harbor, by the Pine Tree
Electric Clocks
Outboard Motor Association, is
wholly without foundation. They
have taken no stand either for or
For the lovely May or
against the movement.
early summer bride,
Capt. Mark W. Calderwood, for
many years superintendent of Mrs.
what more useful gift
A. H. Chatfield’s summer estate
than these two beautiful
“Aldermere,” died Wednesday morn
ing at the home of his daughter Mrs.
electric clocks. A clock
Charlotte Dillingham, 60 Russell
that can always be relied
avenue. Besides the daughter he
upon for accuracy. Other
leaves two sons, Walter B. of Manchester-by-the-Sea and Eben F. of
Hammond Boudoir Alarm
features that she will
this town. Funeral services will be
Illuminated dial; dependable
appreciate are: no oiling,
held at the home of Mrs. Dillingham
alarm; black enamel finish.
Friday at 2 p. m.
winding or regulating,
Price 54.75
• * • *
absolutely quiet; plugs
Charles Prince
into any outlet.
Tn the death of Charles Prince. 68.
which occurred May 15 in a local hos
pital following a long illness. Rock
port loses one of its highly esteemed
citizens. He was born in Rockport,
June 2, 1863. son of the late Merrill
and Elizabeth Prince. Most of his
life was spent in the town of his
birth. For a brief time when a young
man he resided at Newburyport, Mass,
but returned to Rockport and en
gaged in the laundry business, which
he conducted for many years. He
was married May 23, 1893 to Sarah
HAMMOND JR. KITCHEN CLOCK
Richards Tilden and a few years aft
Plugs into your nearest elec
erward they moved to Ashland, N. H.,
tric light socket. Choice of
where they remained about five years.
blue, green or white.
They then returned to Rockport and
Price $4.75
resumed charge of the laundry but
retired from that business about 12
Both Clocks
for ^8.25
years ago.
Mr. Prince was afterward employed
[regular $9.50 value]
by the Rockland Rockport Lime Co.,
} until ill health forced him to retire,
' and for the past three years he had
been confined to his home a greater
part of the time. During his illness
j he was tenderly cared for by his wife
i and step-grandson Earle Achorn,
I with whom a strong bond of affection
POWII
| existed. Of a sunny disposition Mr.
j Prince always had a cheerful word
for those with whom he came in con
tact and was a great favorite with the
voung. Other surviving relatives are
j a sister. Mrs. Jessie Dolham of Rock
Miss
Marion
Coombs
spent
the
week

PLEASANT POINT
land and a step-granddaughter Mrs.
end with Mr. and Mrs. G. I. Young Lorena Berry Ott. Funeral services
in
Belfast.
were held Tuesday afternoon from
Sherbon Carter of Loudville spent
A. R. Barron of Ellsworth has been the parlors of Bowes & Crozier, Rev.
a day last week with his sister Mrs.
a visitor at Burt Carter’s the past F. F. Fowle officiating. Interment
W. G. Maloney.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Coombs and week.
was in Seaview cemetery. The floral
offerings were very beautiful.

Q/ou
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can titanic

jar creating

WHY, FRANK-WHAT j
INTHE WORLD ARE /
^/^YOU DOING?)

NEXT WASHDAY

[TRYING TO SEE IF ANYTHING'S
SILLY! IT ISN'T THE WASHER. THE

I WRONG WITH THE WASHER.
| YOU SAID YOU WEREN'T

] SATISFIED WITH THE LOOKS

RINSO IF I WANTED
REAL SNOWY CLOTHE *

\

a to
"•epteefl

Ab

during May

CENTI

.(HMAINE
WMPANY

EVERYTHING

for the LAWN
SEED to seed anew—or patch up the bare spots—
LAWN MOWERS AT PRICES TO SUIT
all purses. In styles and designs to meet all needs. Our leader—
the famous PENNSYLVANIA QUALITY Lawn Mower is good for
good service a good many years. Runs easiest, cuts cleaned, re
quires less care and attention and arc SELF SHARPENING.

See this unusual lawn mower at our store—or write for Catalog;
showing this and many other types of Lawn Mowers.

Other Lawn Requirements At 1932 Prices
include LAWN SHRUBS, LAWN FENCE, LAWN GRASS CATCH
ERS, LAWN RAKES, LAWN TRIMMERS ant’ SHEARS, LAWN
ROLLERS, Etc.
IT’S SEED TIME—Buy your Seeds here, of a Seed House and Buy
Quality Seeds.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Miss Eva Torrey who has been cont fined to the house with neuritis for
six weeks is gaining slowly, but is
j not yet able to go out.
Emil Falla is moving his family
into what was formerly the Abbie
Clark house, now owned by Frank
Morris.
William Clayter, Jr., and family
i have moved to Lincolnville where
j they will spend the summer.
Leroy Sheerer visited his parents
I last week.
Willis Wilson is at Criehaven lobj stering this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Hedley Falla and
children Ivy and Loraine spent Sat' urday in Rockland.
Capt. Edward Jackson is in poor
health. He was in Knox Hospital a
week for observation, returning home
j Friday.
Mrs. Harry Paterson has completed
her duties at the telephone office.
Fred Watts is ill and at Knox
Hospital.
Best wishes of many
friends are with him.
Doris PateTSon entertained eight
of her little friends at a birthday
party Saturday afternoon. Cake and
; ice cream were served and each child
was presented with a large balloon.

RINSO, TOO

V

y1'THAN ORDINAL?

*

'

SOAP

S-

Use Rinso!" say makers of
these 40 famous washers

THIS FIRST BATCH

MY, WHAT SWEET,

WAS DONE IN

CLEAN CLOTHES------

HALF THE TIME
ITUSEDTO TAKE [

ARC
American Beauty
Apex
Automatic
Barton
Bee-Vac
Blackatone
Bo«

AND SO WHITE.1

I MUST TRY RINSO
IN MY WASHER,TOO

Cinderella

Coffield

Conlon

decker
Hester
Bdenette

Bairday
Baultleaa

AA„«/

[fe>ir

SO LITTLE

j RICHER SUDS

HE SAID TO USE

OF THE CLOTHES

That EXTRA Something

Clicquot Club

YOU USED

SEE MOTHER-IT’S JUST AS THE
I SAIESMAN SAID. RINSO GIVES MUCH

SALESMAN JUST TOLD ME ITS THE
SOAP I'VE BEEN USING.

Fedelcc
(•ainaday
Haag
Horton
Baundryette
I aundryQueen
Lincoln
Magnetic

Meadowj
**1900”
One Minute
Prima
Brinceaa
Rota rex
Savage
Speed Queen

Sunnyauda
Thor
Triplex
Universal
Voa.
Whirldry

Woodrow
Zenith

Clothe, come whiter aM hri'7

cup. RinwgivesZTce asm ^r^’ CuP <»'
Puffed-up soap,. Wonderfl/ jJ’l* as *'Rhtweight,
■ng. Get theRin
(or .dlshcs
all clean-

/

EAST FRIENDSHIP

EAST UNION

Mr. and Mrs. Emery Simmons
and children of Warren were at A. L.
Burns' Sunday.
Mrs. Lew Wallace of the village is
keeping house for her father A. W.
Morton during the absence of Mrs.
Morton.
Chesley P. Delano is visiting his
mother Mrs. C. N. Lewis. Mr. Delano
has been at Miami, Fla., during the
winter months.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Orne visited
relatives at Boothbay over the week
end.
Mrs. Alton Wallace returned home
Sunday after spending a week with
relatives in Augusta.
Mrs. A. W. Morton and Mrs. Roy
Morton went last Thursday to Grand
Manan, where they will spend two
weeks with relatives of Mrs. Roy
Morton.
Frederick Ellison of Lunenburg.
Mass, has opened his summer home
at Wadsworth Point for the season.
Miss Sadie Davis is very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Lasko of
Magee Island were in this place Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Norton of
Rockland were visitors Sunday at W.
A. Bradford's.

The Farm Bureau met in Grange
dining hall Friday. Attendance was
not as large as usual owing to sick
ness. “Cold Dishes for Hot Days,"
was the subject, and the committee
in charge of the menu was Mrs. Ora
Merrifield and Mrs. Lura Norwood.
The demonstration was fine and
some excellent dishes were served at
the noon hour which were in keep- i
ing with the subject.
The master of Georges Valley
Grange kindly entertained Pioneer
Grange last week Tuesday night,
with slide pictures, showing methods
of irrigation of agricultural land in
some of the western states. Also
interesting views were given of
Washington, D. C. The pictures
were greatly appreciated by Pioneer.
K*r. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton
were in Farmington Friday to attend
the funeral of their uncle John Mor
ton.
Arthur Payson who has been seri
ously ill from an attack of grippe
resulting in pneumonia, is now more
comfortable.
J. L. Dornan made a several days
business trip to Swan’s Island last
week.
Charles Simmons has returned
home from Knox Hospital much im
proved.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson were
recently in South Windham where
they were weekend guests at the
home of their son Merton Payson.
The body of Miss Angie Lothrop.
who died at her home in Belfast was
brought here Saturday and inter
ment was in the family lot in East
Union cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stevenson, Mr.
and Mrs. V. A. Torrey of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Howard. Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. ‘Payson and guests of
Rockland were visitors Sunday in
this place.
Rose Anne Lodge opened for the
season Sunday with a large number
of guests even beyond expectations.

NORTH CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robinson and
daughters Joanne and Sally were
guests of relatives in this place Sun
day.
Miss Helen Killeran motored to
Portland Sunday after her sister Ada
who will spend a few days at home
here.
Mrs. R. G. Spaulding and children
of Rockland are visiting her grand
mother Mrs. Ida Smith.
Mrs. Collins of East Pepperell,
Mass., has been visiting her uncle,
Lester Lufkin. Mrs. Julia Dunn mo
tored down with her and visited her
sister Mrs. Dewey Maloney in South
Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Banks and
daughter Norine of Rockland were
guests of 4his parents Sunday.
The Variety Club met with Mrs.
Ida Thornton in Thomaston last
week Wednesday evening. This week
with Mrs. Blanche Killeran.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hunt of
Rockland visited his parents Sunday.

For Child’s Health
and Happiness
“I have been using Dr. True’s Elixir
In my family for seventeen years with
truly
remarkable
success with my
flve children .. .
I think it is a won
derful laxative and
worm expeller, and
also of great assist
ance in helping to
resist a cold, aa it
seems to help in
crease one’s appetite.” Mrs. A. G.
Weldon, 25 Leighton St., Medford.

Dr.TruesEIixir
Laxative Worm Expeller
is a pure herb medicine . . . mild and
pleasant to take ... a safe aid to '
good health.
Signs of Worms are: Constipation,
deranged stomach, swollen upper
lip, offensive breath, hard and full
stomach with pains, pale face, etc.

Successfully used for 8i years.

HOUSE
PAINT

C. Osgood; Harold Beem, Myron
FRIENDSHIP
SOUTH WARREN
Ab Dinkier,
Forrest
Llewellyn Harriman is doing in Sprague:
Mrs. Nellie Wotton Brazier and
Staples;
Mrs.
J.
H.
Davis,
Doris
Miss Eva Littlefield of Danvers,
terior decorating at the Stanley
Joyce; Jeannette Blue, Rilla Jelli- Mass., and Perry Pinnev of St.
Cushing house in Thomaston.
l
son;
Cleopatra
Oleomargarine,
Inez
Johnsbury, Vt., spent the weekend
Earle Miller has bought the
at Mrs. Brazier’s camp, Martin’s
Charles Curtis place and will soon Ames.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
F.
Newman
gave
a
Point.
move his family there.
'
dinner
party
May
15
in
honor
of
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker of Thom
Rufus Overlock is having a cellar
and
Mrs.
Isaac
Stinson,
It
being
their
aston spent the weekend at Camp
dug preparatory to moving his bun
40th wedding anniversary. Other Galashiels, Martin's Point.
galow.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page were guests were Mr. and Mrs. Harry I Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Poland, Capt.
Johnson of Minturn, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Josiah Poland and Mrs.
visitors in Augusta Sunday.
Mrs. Rosa Cutting and Mrs. Rose Frank Bridges. Mrs. Amy Pike and , Willie Cushman motored to Portland
Friday.
Marshall attended the Farm Bureau i Miss Winifred Norwood.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Creamer of
meeting in Warren last Thursday.
Waban, Mass., spent the weekend at
They also called Sunday on Mrs.
GLEN MERE
their summer home here.
Cleveland Burns in Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis were
Miss Priscilla Armstrong under
Mrs. L. R. Bucklin, Miss Eva Buck
weekend
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
went an operation for appendicitis
lin and Mrs. Amanda Grafton were
Chauncey
Keene
in
Rockland,
last week.
in Cushing Sunday calling on old
j Mrs. Elsie Giles who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Davis of
friends.
Mrs. Doris Maxey and Mrs. Olive spending the winter with her daugh- Portland visited Mr. and Mrs. Gran
Fales motored to Waterville last [ ter Mrs. William Keene in Allston, ville T. Brow over the weekend.
! Mass., arrived Tuesday at Wayside
The Playhouse will reopen Satur
Saturday.
day with Marie Dressier and Polly
Mrs. Lorinda Eustis and son of ; farm for the summer.
Maurice Simmons, a student at Moran in “Politics.” All new talk
Waterville were recently visitors at
i Colby College, has been visiting his ing equipment has been installed.
M. P. Orne’s.
Capt. and Mrs. Nealey Morse and
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Wood of Ban parents. Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Sim
family have moved into the B. B.
gor were weekend visitors at O. A. mons the past week.
Mrs.
Eva
Covalt
and
sister
Mrs.
Jameson apartment recently vacated
Copeland’s.
The circle meets in the hall Thurs Alice Washbume have arrived at by Capt. and Mrs. Almon M. Wallace.
Beau-Bel cottage for the summer.
Rev. Arthur P. Pratt of Greenfield,
day afternoon with supper.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davis and Mass., is spending 10 days at his
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Spear and
daughter were visitors in Portland daughter Hilda were guests Sunday Davis Point cottage. Mrs. Pratt Is
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barter of traveling in Europe.
for two days recently.
Warren and Vaughan Philbrook,
The weather is somewhat discour Port Clyde.
Capt. O. A. Andrews Is at home sons of Mr. and Mrs. Leland Phil
aging to the farmer but crops are
growing, Frank Page has corn and for the summer. He has been the brook of Warren, recently visited their
guest of his daughter Mrs. Thurley aunt, Mrs. Kenneth Thompson, for
pea-s several inches high.
The contest which is running 10 Hocking in Melrose Highlands the a week.
The Consolidated, Capt. Dodge,
weeks in the Grange has brought out past winter.
Mrs. Milton R. Kerr arrived home came In Monday from Nova Scotia
some
unsuspected
talent.
Last
Thursday evening the program in Wednesday from Knox Hospital with a load of lobsters for the Con
cluded: Roll call, “Capital of States;” after an acute appendicitis opera solidated Pound.
Capt. Almon M. Wallace and Ed
song, Frank Page; original poem on tion.
Mrs. Lucy Smith was a Rockland ward Delano motored to Portland
Prohibition by Fred Maxey, followed
Sunday.
by a lengthy and spirited discussion; visitor Tuesday.
story, Esther Newbert; song, Jesse
Mills; question: “How do you hold
your steering wheel?" Mina Rines,
L. R. Bucklin, F. H. Fernald and
others.

Friendliness

SWAN’S ISLAND
Alvah Smith of Rockland is stay
ing with Mr. and Mrs. George Stan

EAST WASHINGTON
Road Commissioner Emery Turner
of Razorville was in this place Fri
day repairing the road with machine
work.
Roy Light Is working with hts
truck on State road No. 101.
Maurice Witham of Pittston was
supper guest Friday of Mr. and Mrs
C. E. Overlock.
Charles Littlehale of Washington
was a business caller Friday in this
vicinity.
Several from this neighborhood
went to Liberty Friday evening to
attend the speaking contest.
Friends of Ruth Hatch, W.H.S., are
pleased to know that she was a win
ner at the speaking contest between
the students of A.L.W.S. last Friday
evening, winning the silver cup for
Washington.
Callers at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Overlock Sunday were
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar LenBest and
daughter of Manchester, Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest Jewett, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerro and W. W. Light.
Local baseball fans from this town
went to Burkettville Sunday after
noon to witness the game between
the Washington and Burkettville
teams.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Morton were in
Farmington Friday to attend the fu
neral services of his brother J. C.
Morton, Jr., who died after a week’s
Illness. Mr. Morton was a native
of this town before moving some 30
years ago to Farmington where he
built up a very prosperous automo
bile business. Many friends extend
sympathy to the bereaved family.

ley.

Mrs. Amy Pike of Portland who
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. G.
F. Newman returned Thursday. She
was accompanied by Miss Winifred
Norwood who has been at home for
several weeks.
The three-act drama, “Beads On
a String," was played in the
Odd
Fellows
hall
Wednesday
evening of last week. The charac
ters: Bennie and Zezzalee Davis,
Malon Holmes; J. H. Davis, William
Van Horn; Benjamin Davis, Rev. W.

I
I

Afternoon tea is such a friendly affair. Your
acquaintance becomes your friend
over a cup of

II

SALADA'
TEA

“Fresh from the Gardens’*

A BANG-UP BIRTHDAY PARTY means plenty
of hospitality. When you make a lot of prepara

tions, naturally you want good results. Use BUD

WEISER MALT and you'll get results.
BUDWEISER uniformity is due to 75 years’ ex

perience and the finest ingredients money can
buy. 3 lbs. in the big red can—light or dark.

ALL SET... for

Dud s birthday

33S

Every-Other-Day
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THE FEDERALS WIN

n Everybody's Column *

ta

•

FOR*sale

TO LET

Advertisements In this column not to i
exceed three lines Inserted once (or 25!
M
«
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
WE GIVE
9x12 Ft. Congoleum Rug
tional lines five cents each for one time,
TULIPS for sale, 75c a dozen—a baker's
GOLD BOND
FIVE
rooms
to
let.
all
modern,
cen

10 cents for three times. Six words trally located, garden and garage. MRS. dozen. B. F. COLLAMORE. 89 Cedar St.
STAMPS or
make a line.
62-64
EVELYN SNOW, 8 Green St.. Thomas
S. & II. GREEN
ton.__________________________ 61-63
pl_..
STAMPS
lne Howard No. 17 $6 per 1000. $3 50
The Knox County Bowling League
TWO furnished rooms to let for light 500.
$1 per 100. CLARENCE WALE
Inquire 34 FULTON ST.
completed another season this week
Cushing.
Tel. Thomaston 188-41. 60*65
61-63
with the Federals away out in front
J
Don
FIVE
ROOM
furnished
apartment
to!
’A ~,Cvpddl?oteVabeaied iV
as to percentage and pinfall. The It
let. good location, rent reasonable. 1,^.^' *'
MRS A I
i Texacos were the runners up, with a
NOTICE—-The owner of Deposit Book I ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel
£Zhlla Oardens:
comfortable lead over the Boiler No. 0177 issued by the Rockland Loan ZL_______________________________ ____ 1 Hope.
45*65
Makers. The final standing for the and Building Association has notified
the Association that said Deposit Book
FIVE ROOM flat
all modern. 23
second half:
HERRING
seine,
practically
new.
for
has been lost, and that he requests a j puitOn St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
or exchange for good power boat.
W L PC. P.F. duplicate of the same. ROCKLAND LOAN njn Rrnnriwav
52-tf sale
WILLARD
MILLER.
Thomaston.
61*63
BUILDING ASSOCIATION. By H.
’
Federals,
46 19 .708 18,881 AND
O. Gurdy. Secretary. Rockland. Maine.
ABOUT JUNE 1. furnished second floor
TULIPS for sale, fine Parrots and Dar
Texacos,
43 22 .666 18.560 May 11. 1932.
57-Th-63 apartment to let, desirable location, wins.
F. H. PALADINO. 49 Summer St.
Boiler Makers,
39 26 .600 18.510
three rooms, bath, electric stove, heat, Tel. 1051-M.
62-64
~ I lights and water included; adults only, i
Kickapoo,
36 29 .554 18.272
7
Price reasonable. ROBERT U. COLLINS,
HOUSEHOLD
FURNITURE
for
sale
at
Centrals,
28 37 .431 18.403
T 1 375 Main St.
58-tf 21 ORIENT ST.
63*65
Barbers,
27 38 .417 17.930
STRAWBERRY PLANTS for sale.
APARTMENT to let. all modern imPerry's Market, 26 39 .400 17,733 *
£ provements; with or without garage. L102 Ready now at LUFKIN’S, Glencove.
Gulf Refining,
25 40 .385 17.682
UNION ST. Tel. 1049-J.
61*•63 Tel. 44-13. Box 125, R. D., Rockland.
61*63
22 43 .339 18.218
HENS and broilers wanted. PETER | TENEMENTS to let. one five room up
! A. & P.,
22 43 .339 17,770 EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St. Tel. 80S-J stairs, seven room downstairs, improve TOMATO plants for sale. 25 cents a
Burpee Furn..
61-63 ments. Low price. 226 MAIN ST.
• * • •
dozen. MRS. MERLYN EUGLEY. North
TRUCKING of all kinds wanted; also ,
62-64 Waldoboro._______________________ 61*63
Plans for the annual banquet are grading
I NICE LOAM for grading. Delivered
lawns, building driveways, mak-' --------------------------------------------------THREE desirable rents. $15. $18 or $25
under way and it is understood it ing cement walks, local moving. F. J.
Heavy Quality, Basket Weave
Price reasonable. Also truck
month. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller- anvwhere.
i
will
be
held
next
week.
Bids
for
it
SAWYER,
690
Old
County
road.
Tel.
F A. BLACKINGTON. West Meadow
Cotton Yarn Rugs
62-tf ing.
62*64 Cobb-Davis.
Rd. Tel. 176-W.___________________58-63
have been asked and to date it is not 357-R
IN PRIVATE family attractive well' ESSEX—1928 Sport Coupe—Exception
Large Site S1.98 Value
ROOMtRS wanted, with or without furnished
known where it will be held. The
room to let. in excellent loca-'
MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184 South tion
good for a down payment of only
each
averages will appear in Saturday’s board.
MRS HAROLD CONNON. 124 ally
SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
Main St. Tel. 526-M.
63-tf Union St.
Tel. 961-M.____________ £2-64 | $75.
issue.
Phone
1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
SITUATION wanted as housekeeper
* * * *
FURNISHED three room apartment to
for gentleman alone, or lady. Refer let.
EIGHTEEN FT. power boat for sale,
rear
11
Masonic
St.
Near
postoffice.
The curtain rang down Tuesday ences. Write T. F., care this office.
good shape. S. H. LORD,
54-tf seaworthy,
61*63 MRS. E. K. MILLS.
Northend Tire Shop. 15 Washington St.
night with the game between the
ABOUT
JUNE
1.
house
of
seven
rooms
62*64
Boiler Makers and A. & P., the for
ONE BEAUTIFUL pure white full to let. fine cellar, toilet, gas. electricity,
mer winning four points and having shaggy male cat. with blue eyes wanted. garden plot, desirable locality. Also A QUANTITY of hen manure for sale.
tenement of seven rooms, bath. gas. fine ‘J?**?. H. A. BUKER. 218 Camden St..
a 50-pin lead. The scares were not Pay $5 BAY VIEW FARM. North Haven.
62*67 location. Apply to F E. HURLEY. 49
61-63
--------------------------------------------' especially large with the exception
SUMMER or year around boarders
62-64 ; THE CURTIS Farm at Owl’s Head, two
Lace trimmed, bias rut Silk
of Clarke’s. He had high string wanted. MISS BERTHA JONES. Port Summer St. Tel. 836-J.
from Ash Point. For particulars
Four furnished rooms and bath to | miles
1112) and high total by 22 pins more Clyde.
60*65 let:
MRS ELVIE CURTIS. 25 Purchase
Slips, bodice or French Top S!.O3
also roomer wanted. MRS. W. S. call
St.
Tel.
998-M.___________________ 62*C4
than
his
nearest
competitor.
The
KENNISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
Value for
SIX CYLINDER Gray engine; two cyl
62-tf
■ summary:
inder out-board Sea Horse motor, for
Boiler Makers—Willis, 286; Shute,
FIVE rooms to let upstairs at 14 Pleas sale.
C S. PARSONS, North Haven Me.
ant St., all modern, hot w’ater system
289: Dudley. 285: Simmons, 276. Carr,
58*63
H.
B.
BARTER.
Call
25.
63-tf
i
?
288; total. 1424.
«
- - . - i.
BEST DRY hard fitted wood. $10 cord
HEATED apartment to let, all modern (je| . fitted mixed wood $7.25 cord,
A. & P.—Woodcock, 265; Cava
$1.00 Vests and Bloomers
HOUSEWORK or housekeeping posi improvements. Janitor service. Inquire ERICKSON. R. 1. Box 70 Tliomaston
naugh, 260; Gardner, 268; Clarke, tion
1 nomaston.^
wanted. MINNIE HENDRICKSON. 91 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 552-W. 59*64
each
311; Lawry, 270; total, 1374.
Long Cove. Me.. Box 12.
62-C4
PLEASANT front room with bath, to
TWELVE
ACRES
standing
hay. cash or
OUT of State woman wishes position let. rent reasonable. 200 MAIN ST. Tel. exchange for cord wood. Write B.. care
1004-M.
61-63
ln
motherless
home
or
cure
of
chronic
Courier-Gazette.
62*64
ROUND POND
Invalid
Congenial surroundings pre
‘IT,~ULIPS and narcissus for sale at reaferred to high wages. Best of references.
st ' *3 50 P
£I sonHble prices. MRS ARTHUR MARSH.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Chamberlain Am Protestant. American. Write only. MIKL ARMA IA
W-U 77 Broad St Tel 368_M
07.54
KOUREY. care The Courier-Ga
who spent the winter in Florida have MRS
SMALL tenement to let. MRS. E. A.
zette.
61*63
1000 FEET long 4-ft. hen wire for sale;
returned
home.
MURRAY. 121 Pleasant St. Tel. 424-M
home on Beechwoods street, and the holy eucharist at 8.30 a. m.. litany at has stood the beating storms and
THOMASTON
CHAUFFEURS position wanted. Good _________________________________ 62-64 300 sq. ft. !4-ln. mesh wire for chick sun
George Murphy of Rockland has mechanic,
porch; returnable egg cases, cider press,
house is now being remodeled inside. 7 p. m. Saturday, preparation for blistering heat of many summers.
experienced, references. NEL
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnished hand or power; hand seeder, hen and
been in town for a few days visiting SON E FLANDERS. Waldoboro.
62*64
In connection with the flower and Congratulations are extended to the ■ the holy communion at 7.30 p, m. Some floor timbers and a few pieces relatives and friends
rooms or single room to let, bath and chick drinking fountains, large orchard
The first Sunday after Trinity, holy of planking will have to be renewed,
garage, all modern. For Information see sprayer. 8x10 officer’s army tent. H. C.
plant sale at the Congregational young people.
Mrs. Emma Yates who spent the
HILL DANE Tel 427.______________ 49-tf I BUBER. Union road. Warren
63*68
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Loring and , eucharist at 8 a. m., evensong and new paint put on and the seams re
vestry Saturday at 2 p. m.. there will
winter
in
Damariscotta
has
returned
FOUR ROOM apartment to let at 17! LOMA 10c pound, five pounds 50c;
daughter Priscilla of the Canal Zone sermon at 7 p. m. Monday, Tues- caulked.
be a cooked food sale.
Grove St. Apply to DR. R. W. BICK- bone meal 4c pound, five pounds 20c.
Mrs. Elmer Overlock entertained home.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Beverage of who are guests of friends in Bath. day. Wednesday, Thursday, eucharist
FORD.
56-tf j Bradley’s fertilizer 4c pound. 100 pounds
Mr. and Mrs. Rosford Prior of
Tulips For Memorial Day
Bath at 7.30 a. m. Today, the feast of the B. H. Club at her home Tuesday
$165 to $2.15; nitrate soda 6c pound;
Malden. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Ora and Mr. and Mrs. Perry of
FIVE ROOM apartment to let. ail sheep
Rockland are in town, called by the
spent
Sunday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Corpus
Christi,
the
choir
and
conevening,
with
nine
members
present
manure 6c pound; our formula
Roney of Woodfords, and Mrs. Pearl
i modern, at 35 OCEAN ST. Apply on ! lawn seed
Mixed Colors, any Amount,
illness
of
her
father
George
Murphy
pound; seeds and garden
gregation will join St. Peter's Church j The time was spent in sewing and
premises.
63*65 tools of all25ckinds.
Adams of Sargentville will arrive Ellis Copeland.
Successor to G. H.
Miss
Vivian
Richards
was
at
home
Mrs.
Georgie
Robinson
will
enterof
Rockland
for
supper
at
6
in
the
talking,
and
refreshments
were
$1 Dozen
SMALL single house, clean and cosy, to | Hart, one of the oldest seed and ferhere Saturday to spend the holiday
over the weekend. Her school chil
let.
Family
with
children
preferred,
tlllzer
dealers
ln
Knox
County. V. L.
tain
the
Pythian
Circle
at
her
home
Undercroft
and
service
of
adoration,
served.
with their father Frank A. Beverage.
MABEL RAWLEY. 130 Main St. Tel PACKARD. Tel. 446.
53-tf
___ ____________
_ Friday afternoon and evening. Those \ The supper will be preceded by an , The members of the American dren presented her with a lovely
Mrs. Georgie
Robinson ___
and __
Miss
676-M.
55-tf
POWER HOISTS for all trucks, fit anv
Eliza Whitne°y called upon friends in \ who have not been sol>cited are asked, organ recital at 5.30 by Miss Alcada ! Legion and Auxiliary are requested maybasket.
Alvano Havener and Vernard Le
FIVE ROOM unfurnished tenement to bodyfor sale; also hydraulichoists and
F. L. BROWN
St. George Tuesday.
i t0 contribute sweets, and all mem- l. Hall.
•
] to meet at the Legion rooms at 6.45 land motored to Portland Saturday.
let at 79 Grace St. CALL 163-M.
56-tf steel bodies, overload springs, trailers.
TEL.
37
3
ELM
ST.
FIVE ROOM furnished apartmetn'to J g°m" Me*"™ 7*24 B
^5^64
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Smalley and p. m. Sunday and march to the me
At the Memorial Day service of the bers to take dishes.
Mrs. Carrie Redonnett who spent
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Risteen and young daughter Donna R. Dia of morial service at the Baptist Church the winter in Portland has returned
let. gas. toilet and lights. $6 week. V. —-—ill—4 -_______________ M
Baptist Church Sunday evening a
F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
REO TRUCK—1927—Will do a lot o.
THOMASTON
Maurice Brasier is painting his home and opened her cottage on the
male chorus of 12 voices will sing Fred Burnham motored to Portland Bath visited their aunt Mrs. Clarence
62-tf work for someone. Small down payment
62-64
‘‘God of Our Fathers," Warren and Tuesday on a business trip, returning Robinson Sunday.
house while on vacation from his North Shore
——
-:--------------------r of $50. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart,- I Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
duties as officer at the State Prison
Raymond K. Greene will sing "Tent- the same day
Miss Cynthia Prentice of Newton
ments to let
Inquire 12 KNOX' ST One of tne boats abandoned seving Tonight.”
1 Mr- and Mrs- GeorSe Bragdon will
Tel. 156-W
58-tf ; PONTIAC—1927 Setfan—This car ls ln
Mrs. Charles Tibbetts of Rockland Mass., visited her parents Mr. and
TWO furnished rooms for light house- j hid
The Trumbull Players who are in I spend the holiday weekend with her cral years ago and left to decay in w’as guest of Mrs. Cora Currier Wed- Mrs. W H. Prentice over the week
keeping to let: water, gas. lights. E. N view nARAn?
et °
A
Maine for another season will pre-' parents Mr. and Mrs. William Gill- ^e sh^rd where Samuel
end.
SYLVESTER.
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
G.A.RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone
sent "Every Minute Counts,” Satur- chrest. They will go to Southwest & Co. built many ships and schoon- i Mrs. Walter Hastings had as guests
1250, Rockland.
46*56 P&R
Mrs.
Lora
Tukey,
Mrs.
Alice
Poole
52-tf
ers. was purchased by Elwyn Tabday evening at Watts hall.
i Harbor for the summer.
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
Wednesday Mrs. Charles Hender- and Mrs. Gladys Lavoie of Pemaquid
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar, J10.
Junks $10. W L. OXTON, West
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters
George Morse, his daughter Mrs. butt of Tenant's Harbor not long
were
in
town
last
Thursday
calling
toilet,
electricity,
gas
and
furnace;
extra
and
Mrs.
Walter
Me

large veranda, large yard. Adults onlv Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden._______ 52-tf
are invited to meet with the Belfast 1 Nicholas Anzalone and Mrs. Edward since and is being repaired under |son and Mr,
on
relatives.
with their children.
Inquire 23 T STREET, City.
52-tf
BUICK—1926 Coach—You can’t wear
Temple Thursday eveiimg, when the i Venner, wife of the radio operator in direction of his brother W. Vernon Lain,
Mrs. A P. Murphy returned Thurs
A few hours after the correspon
HOUSE of four rooms near old depot. out thia type of car and the down pay
latter celebrates its anniversary.
, Cushing, motored to Freedom Tues- Tabbutt of Thomaston. The boat dent visited the boat A 5947. while day to Nantucket, Mass
ment
is only $45. SEA VIEW GARAGE,
Price $12 month. Rent must be paid In
was
built
yearsthen*doine
ago by Charles
A i| the men werc at dinner fire broke
Mrs. Jennie Nichols. is home
The card party planned for Friday j day to visit fiienda.
Mo-se
who30 was
business
. „ again
advance. FREDERICK WALTZ. 165 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
_______________
_____________ 46*56 P&R
^iaUy the boa? out and ’ did quite an amount oi ^r^dlng the wlnter ln Roshn
Broadway. Tel. 392-M
62-64
evening in K P. hall has been car.- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts and
ESSEX—1929 Coach—This car ls ln
celled1
! daughter
daughter aaroara
Barbara oi
of Belmont,
dale, Mass.
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
mumom Mass., in
| da
before it was extingUjshed.
able for family of two or three, at 15 wonderful condition, both mechanical
na F J Stone of Thomaston Will spend the weekend and holiday is known as a 094i. Dut wui oe put
»
6
Miss Annie Ervine who has been
Dana
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST and In appearance. Down payment
Mics Rita Belle Conti of -Rock- in town with Mrs. Alanson Wall and back into service as the Madcap. , The packet Nereid which is lo re- ill several weeks is very much im
Tek 318-W_________ ______________ 52-tf $100 only. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
and Mi.-.-, n.ua. dchc
I “*_T,"..................”
Fred Harris once owned it and car- ! place the Governor Douglas on the proved and has returned to Bangor
Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland
FURNISHED apartment to let at 556 _ ___________________________ 46*56 P&R
5anbvWReevmjrrcharl^\UcIX>n^ld " Services at the Church of St. John ried the mail from Stonington and Thomaston-Boothbay Harbor-Monheto finish her school.
Mam St. Inquire at FULLER-COBBTWO row boats ln first class condition
DAVIS.
53-tf
‘and Mrs. Stone will make their the Baptist for the week; Friday. R^cl^ojsle auHau^lwboM gan^w^
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Nichols o:
for sale. E. F. ROBERTS. Brldgeslde,
Roslindale, Mass., were in town over
Vinalhaven.
58-60
result of the inspection will not be the weekend.
DRY HARD fitted wood $10. Junks $10
reported until passed upon at head
CHICK THISE IOUI TON*I$ OK COifr
The Union Church edifice is re
hard wood limbs $9, long $8. soft wood
IN THC DIAGRAM AROVf
quarters.
ceiving a coat of new paint.
and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
OOD
PIKSIRVATI
ON
263-21.
50-tf
BZ T ( M F I R A T U R I
Mrs. Charles Thompson who went
Capt. J. C. Morse has moved from
HUPMOBILE—1927 Sedan—Never able
town to Friendship. Many yacht I to Portland a few days ago returned
buy a car as good as this for only
OW PIIIIIN9
captains find themselves out of a ! home Saturday.
If you have a cottage to let or I to
$75 down. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
MFIRATURI
Oren Poland who has been ill is
desire summer boarders advertise the I Main St Phone 1250, Rockland,
job this season, Some are at home
M
PAiT IRIIZINI
improving.
fact ln this paper where thousands i ________________ __ _________ 46*56 P&R
on half pay.
HL_____ 1 »*»•«.•
will Tad of it.
Mrs. Jack O'Brien and family are
CHEVROLET—1930 Sedan—Paint and
I Mr. and Mrs. Fred Arnold of Fair
rubber I11 excellent condition. Splendid
M wo•i■ •» ■a co>•
Haven, Mass., are to spend Memorial spending the weekend vacations at
motor, hot water heater, other acces
SMALL
cottage
to
let
lor
the
season
Day with their daughter Mrs. Har their summer home here.
at Crescent Beach, on seashore HELEN sories. Priced to sell. SEA VIEW GA
vey Howard, Green street.
MERRY. 63 Cedar St. Tel. 1051-W 62*64 RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone 1250. RockI ‘and-______________________ 46*56 P&R
Donald George who has employ
AT CRESCENT BEACH, for sale or to
CLARRY HILL
WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. Reds. We
let for the season, large furnished cot
ment in Providence is expected home
tage; everything modern, two car garage. I will deliver your chlx by parcel post or
for the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ward of Old
EDW O'B GONIA. Tel. 710.
59-tf ! truck for $15 per hundred for May.
I State accredited for white dlarrohea. F.
Warren Everett, Bowdoin Grafton, Town are guests of relatives here for
SIX ROOM bungalow to let at Vinal- 1. H. WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Me.,
Harry Stewart and Donald Whitney a few days.
haven, beautifully located, all modern | Route 1.
50-tf
Improvements, furnished; large sun J
have returned from a fishing trip to
Walter Feyler has a new Chevrolet
porch. Ideal summer place. References ■ GRAY MARINE MOTORS. New Light
Moosehead Lake with a fine lot oi car bought of parties ih Rockland.
means
F. W. GREENLAW. P. O. Box 363, Vinal- 1
??98' ,°,theJ S‘“5
trout.
haven.
a.fvi
horse power. Complete line ol
George Brock and his crew of men
63*71 new ^50
motors at new low prices. Write us
Wednesday evening Arcana Lodge, have been repairing the road from
SPRUCE Cottage, opposite Shore Acres, for Information. A. L. ANDERSON. Box
f
K
-4.
r
to let for season, furnished; electric 9, Camden, Me.
45-65
Knights of Pythias, conferred the the Corner to the home of W. J.
lights,
water nearby: two or three adults
honors of Knighthood upon Stanley Smith.
L. G. HUPPER. Tel. Tenant's Harbor *
Kelv inator is the only fully
K
Mrs. Eva Robbins has 293 chickens.
Miller, in due and ancient form.
52-11.
59-67 T
♦
automatic electric refriger
Miss Mary Anderson of Rockland
Visitors were present from FriendSIX ROOM cottage at Crescent Beach ♦
♦
to let for season, hot and cold water,
I ship. Warren and Camden. One of spent last Sunday with Mrs. Fred
ator. No danger of freez
fireplace, electric lights, bathroom, cel
Anson Prior's famous lobster stews erick Walker.
lar
garage,
completely
furnished.
MRS
ing foods—no forgetting to
A. J. Sidelinger of Waldoboro has j
was served at the conclusion of the
ALICE DONOHUE HOOPER Tel. 1203.
1930 FORD Coupe for sale, like new
turn dials on or off when in
62-64 price
ceremonies to about 60 members and been working for Mrs. Eva Robbins
right. FREDERICK WALTZ. 165
building chicken houses.
Broadway.
Tel. 392-M
SIX
ROOM
cottage
with
garage.
Cres

visitors.
63-65
a hurry.
cent
Beach,
five
miles
from
the
City
of
Frank Dolham of Washington is j
Tuesday evening Orient Lodge,
STUDEBAKER—1926 Coach—Must be
Rockland,
to
let
for
Julv
and
August.
to be appreciated. Only $64 down
F. & A. M.. raised Joseph Robbins spending a few days here with hLs
Apply MRS. ALBERTA ROSE, 26 Claren seen
Iso-Thermic Tubes—KelVIEW GARAGE. 689
Main
St.
don St.. Rockland.
59-tf SEA
to the sublime degree of Master sister Mrs. Annie Miller.
Phone 1250. Rockland.
__ _______________ 46*56P&R
vinitor
’
sown
development
Mrs.
Alma
Lamont,
who
works
in
HIRAM
SMALL
HOMESTEAD
Cres

Mason. Visitors were present from
AUTOMOBILE
STORAGE,
$4
per
month
cent Beach to let for season. EDNA M.
Union, Warren and Friendship. Pownal spent the weekend here with
and exclusive property—
dead; $5 per month live. NILO’S GASMALL. 486 Boylston St.. Boston. Mass.
her father W. J. Smith.
Clam chowder was served.
61*66 RAGE- _ ______ _________________ 56-tf
make this automatic oper
Walter
Feyler
and
Donald
Mank
Baseball at Camden Wednesday
IXJDGE 1929 Sedan—This is a Senior
and is mechanically right. Looks and
ation possible.
resulted in a victory for Thomaston, were Rockland visitors last Sunday.
B*-**-*-e"*"*e**e*****>*."»*.*.«..»^
runs
perfect. A dandy buy; $75 down
Richard Cherr of Portland visited
12 to 9.
payment takes it. SEA VIEW OARAGE
689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
There are four temperature
Many friends remembered Alphon friends here recently. He has a new

Knox County Bowling
League Ends Season-Now
For the Annual Banquet

0 IM ONTO N ’ O

A DEPARTMENT STORE 1 A
U 410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND V

! LOST AND FOUND » "-r

«r

Memorial Day Specials s
Rag
Rugs

WANTED

$1.00

$1.00

!

SITUATIONS

59c

i2fararaj2jc F. J. SIMONTON CO .!2JZJzrajamgf2jarajBrafafgrafararait!reJgJHJa,gHrefiii

FOR SALE

Summer Cottages

“Home of Good Values'

RMAN’S

421 MAIN STREET

FOOT of LIMEROCK

/WIIOX>IIC

KllVIHIOIt

t

so Hathorne with greeting cards and
gifts on his 86th birthday anniver
sary May 16. From Chicago came a
card f|om Miss Elizabeth McCoy.
Mr. Hathorne is in comparatively
good health and although troubled
somewhat with lameness is able to
do the chores.
The ladies of the Knox Memorial
Association are cleaning Montpelier.
It will be in first class order by Jufie
1, the date set for opening.
A good numbered gathered Wed
nesday evening at the illustrated talk
on Hawaii given by Miss Alice C.
George for the benefit of the Thom
aston Nursing Association.
Miss
George held the attention of the
audience as in pleasing manner and
with an occasional touch of humor
she described scenes and incidents
that came to her notice while visit
ing the islands last winter. The
beautiful colorings in water and sky,
trees and flowers are wonderful, and
the grandeur of hills and moun
tains is impressive. Looking at the
views which Miss George displayed,
one could readily understand the
raptures visitors indulge in after
touring the islands. The singing-of
Hawaiian songs by Miss Janice
Pillsbury as soloist and in a duet with
Miss Alice Tuttle, accompanied by
Miss Alcada Hall, was pleasing.
"Think of the golden moments you
! have wasted playing bridge,” said the .
serious friend.
i “Yes," replied Miss Cayenne, re-1
j gretfully, “besides a lot of silver coin
and paper currency."—Washington
Star.

Plymouth car.
Roland Miller is working for Ralph
Stahl in North Waldoboro.
Eugene Feyler of Mank's Corner
was recently a business caller in this
place.
Brooks Storer was calling on friends
here recently.

CLARK ISLAND
Quite a number of cutters from
Clark Island are working on a paving
job in Waldoboro.
Charles Larson of Rockport was
a recent cal'er on Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Davis.
The Sunday School will meet at
2 o'clock, and a Memorial Day service
will be held at 3 by Rev. F. W. Barton
of Tenants Harbor, and it is hoped
that there will be a large attendance.
Mr. Barton will sing a solo.
Mrs. Edwin Putansu and little
daughter Ruth have returned home
from Knox Hospital.

MEMORIAL DAY
TULIPS

Orders Taken For
WREATHS AND SPRAYS

MRS. LEVI COPELAND
55 MAIN ST., THOMASTON
Phone 200
• CO-64

FOR BEST QUALITY seeds and plants,
po to C. C. TIBBETTS. 288 Main St..
City.
59-64
below 50°; (2) Frost Chest
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
for fish, meats and game,
52-tf
constantly below freezing;
CONSULT THE PSYCHIC who knows.
Learn how to turn your ability into cash
(3) lee cube trays, fast
and all about the National depression.
27
PARK ST. Hours 1 p. m. to 8 Fri
freezing; (I) World’s Rec
day and Saturday. Special low fee. 50
cents and 1.00. ladles. Satisfaction.
ord Fast Freezing Speed,
62*65
for making frozen desserts
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop.
Body.
wood,
top
and
glass
work,
welding,
or ice cubes in a hurry.
spraying and fender work. TEL. 466-M.
63-tf
In addition to being fully
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING Is
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
automatic, Kelvinator
Main St.. Rockland.
52-tf
complies with all the re
CAIUMEL POP-CORN STORES going
strong; Openings in many town. Little
quirements of the Stand
capital. We help finance and locate
you—furnish store plans—original for
ard Rating Seale, a copy
mula—teach process. LONG EAKINS
CO.. Originators, 54 High St.. Springfield.
of which is yours for tbe
Ohio.
63*11
LADIES—Reliable hair gooas at Rock
asking.
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orden
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
52-tf
NOTICE—This is to notify all persons .
FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS
that Myra McLain has left my bed and
For
board without just cause, and after this
rlotn
rofiicn ♦■/-»
Knox—Waldo—Lincoln Counties
date TI refuse
to nntr
pay onv
any Faille
bills onnfsoolrtsl
contracted
492 MAIN ST.
TEL. 2C0—W by her. ASHTON I. McLAIN. May 23.
1932.
62*64
ROCKLAND
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP
This is to give notice that the part
nership hitherto existing between Harry
F. Mayo and Warren B. Gardner of Rock
land ln the conducting of Recreation
Bowling Alley was on the 20th day of
May. 1932. dissolved by mutual consent.
The business will be conducted by Harry
F. Mayo, who will collect all accounts
due and pay all bills owed by said part
nership.
WARREN B. GARDNER
preservation, constantly

Kelvinator

T.'ce ! >

*

-- -- -- -- --

! MISCELLANEOUS ♦

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

FOR

GERANIUMS

zones—each automatic
and constant: (1) hood

AUTOMOBILES

Rockland, May 20,.1932 .

62-C3>04

VULCANIZING tires our specialty.
New equipment. S H. LORD. Northend
Tire shop, 15 Washington St.
62*64
ESSEX--19^7 Sedan—In good running
order. Will give someone a Jot of eco
nomical transportation ;$45 down. SEA
GARAGE* 689 Main St. Phone
1250. Rockland.

46*56 p&R

■
REAL ESTATE !
- -- -- -- -- -- - - —.—j
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
modern buildings, pasture land. hay.
apple orchards, lumber and fire wood.
MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
St.. Camden. Tel, 2597 .
52-tf
ABOUT three acres land at The High
lands with barn nnd cellar thereon, for
sale. Nice building spot. TEI„ 217-W.
_______________________ 63-tf
SMALL seven room house for sale, at
South Warren, lights, bath, electric
water system, never falling spring, burn
attached; also small building suitable
for garage, one acre land. Inquire MRS.
M P JORDAN. Brooklyn Heights. Thom
aston. Tel. 57-4 .
62*73

<1
|
•

A
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a
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400 CHICKS hatched Maf 15. wftl sell
as day olds, If taken within a week.
These are S. C. R. Reds and out of an
87 per cent hatch. From accredited
stock. E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Phone
13-42.
60-tf
READY cut chick range shelters, also
large sized feeders for range use. for sal^.
Saves time and grain. C. E. OVERLOCK.
Tel. 3-4^Warren.
62*64
500 S. C. R. I. baby chicks for sale on
each of the following; May 20. 24. 28.
June 1. June 5. 12 cents each. C. E.

OVERLOCK, Warren.

62*64
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TALKED ABOUT THE FLOWERS

SPOR
Shoes

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ...........................770 or 794

54,4,4,4*4*4,4,4*4*4*4*4-4<4,4*4*4,4,4**3,4,4*4«4,4,4*

Marion Cobb Fuller Of The State Library Addresses
Rockland Garden Club

One of the most interesting meet mended for devotees of the rock gar
ings of the Rockland Garden Club den. The books on this subject art
took place Tuesday afternoon at the many and fascinating. The one quot
Mrs. Sadie Berry has arrived from attractive home of Mrs. George B. ed is considered one of the best.
Portland for the summer and opened Wood, Talbot avenue, when Mrs. Ma
“The Design of Small Properties”
her home at corner of Beech street rion Cobb Fuller of the State Library, purposed to aid in designing small
and Broadway, the former Coburn Augusta, a former Rockland girl, was grounds, and "Garden Maintenance
place, tme of the city’s oldest houses, guest speaker.
containing enlightening figures and
of which Mrs. Berry is now the owner
Mrs. Fuller's literary attainments hints, were cited as valuable books.
and in which she has wrought many have been regarded with justifiable
For pleasurable reading were
improvements.
pride by friends and townspeople recommended
“Seated Gardens,"
whose pride and affection were plain dealing only with flowers of fra
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harmon have ly manifest by those privileged to grance; “My Garden Comes of Age.
I returned from Stonington where hear her delightful talk at this meet by Mrs. Cummings; “Myths and
' they were called by the death of Mrs. ing. With “Making the Garden Legends of Trees. Plants and Flow
j Harmon's mother, Mrs. Minnie E. Library" as her general topic, Mrs. ers;" “The Gardener's Bed Book” by
Hatch.
Fuller told informally of the best Richardson Wright; and “Garden
books obtainable for that purpose, Book of Verse," a 1932 publication of
Maynard Greenlaw of North Haven grouping them with reference read great charm.
Rockwell’s book on bulbs is con
was in the city Monday, visiting his ing for sheer pleasure, practical ap
father. Lester Greenlaw, at Knox plication, specialized development, sidered an authority and for the gar
GIULLIE TIES
and knowledge to open up new dener whose interests turn to the wild
Hospital.
channels, etc. It was presented in flowers Durand's “Wild Flowers and
Mrs. Margaret Smith of North formally, and was illustrated by sev Ferns and Their Haunts” is especial
Haven is the guest of her niece Mrs. eral books brought from the State ly advisable. On this same subject
Library. At the close of her talk an “American Plants for American Gar
Donald Kelsey, North Main street.
open forum was made possible and dens” is also unusually good, as in
Mrs. Ada Robbins of Jonesport is opportunity provided to Inspect thc this it tells how wild flowers may be
transplanted into home gardens suc
the guest of her daughter Mrs. Clara books at closer quarters.
Mrs. Fuller brought out the devel cessfully. and also how they may be
; Payson, Rankin street.
opment of garden literature in this commercialized if desired.
Herbs are always fascinating, par
country, within the past few years
The Outing Clqb was entertained one might say, as not so long ago ticularly when there is a medical turn
| at luncheon yesterday by Mrs. J. N. everyone desiring gardening infor of mind, and for this is “A Modern
Southard at “Shoreland,” Ingraham mation turned to English manuals as Herbal" by Grieve and Leyel. There
! Hill.
authority. Now authoritative gar- is also a “Medical Botany” in two
oening manuals are published in this volumes, a fascinating work with nu
Msr. Pearl Look was hostess to the country, each year bringing forth a merous colored illustrations.
Chummy Club at bridge Tuesday eve new supply.
Mrs. Fuller suggested that for those
ning.
Making a garden library is a fas who specialize in any one flower,
cinating subject, Mrs. Fuller told her such as the iris or the dahlia or the
Mrs. E. F. Berry and Miss Caroline hearers, for what can be more fas gladiolus, there are splendid volumes
Littlefield, members of the executive | cinating than the seed catalogues devoted to just the one subject. Mac
1 board of the State Federation of which form the basis of all such Millan Co., New York City, specialize
Music Clubs, are in Portland today shelves? Some of the books men in garden books and have issued a
attending a meeting at- the home of tioned included: Richardson Wright’s comprehensive catalogue on the sub
For Golf or Sport. Smoke tie,
Mrs. Guy P. Gannett. Features of "Outdoor Flowers" which ls consid ject. The Rockwell books are from
ITeige and Drown Oxfords
; the day will be luncheon, a business ered one of the very best on the that press, and Mr. Rockwell is an
! session and a musical program.
subject, dealing with annuals and acknowledged authority.
The use of the U. S. Department ol
The Chase Farm crowd has its first perennials, various kinds of gardens, Agriculture was recommended by
etc.
Mr.
Wright
ls
editor
of
"Bet

summer outing at the farm today.
Mrs. Fuller, as from its presses art’
ter Homes and Gardens.”
issued many informative bulletins.
“
The
Garden
Day
by
Day."
and
Mrs. Herbert A. Jackson of Port
land who has been the guest of her “The Garden Month by Month,” by The University of Maine also issues
on plant life and solicits
son, Harold E. Jackson, upper Beech Mrs. Sedgwick, are also quoted a pamphlets
inquiries pertaining to growth in
street, for two weeks has gone to Jef great deal—written not so much for Maine soii.
reading as for practical application.
ferson for the summer.
Another helpful feature brought
"The Gardener's Blue Book of
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson and son Perennials" by Holland is of particu cut by the speaker were the files ana
Richard are making an extended visit lar value to those Endeavoring to suggestions for preserving memo
learn the various plants, as each has randa and clippings pertaining to
in Vinalhaven with relatives.
a page devoted to information and a gardening.
Mrs. Fuller urged her hearers to
Mrs. D. E. Ball who recently under full page Illustration.
“The Little Garden" by Louisa use the local Public Library or the
went surgical treatment at Knox
King, is very good for those who jiave State Library for getting informative
Hospital is gaining encouragingly.
books on garden subjects.
a small garden.
It was voted to hold the annual
McFarland’s rose books were
Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy has re’urned from Portland where she was recommended for those who dabble in flower show in August, and the presi
the guest of relatives for seberal days. that loveliest of flowers. They are dent will appoint a committee to take
written simply, and are neither too charge of this activity. It was also
J-’-.
The Scribblers Club met Monday elaborate nor technical for the un voted to divide the office of secre
tary-treasurer, it being too much for
afternoon with Mrs. Orissa Merritt, trained gardener.
“Adventures in My Garden and one person to look after, and this will
Pleasant street, when these officers
SANDALS
were elected: .President, Mrs. Irene Rock Garden" is especially recom be acted upon at the June meeting.
All colors and combinations
Moran; vice president, Mrs. Blanche
Heald Ellsworth of Rockport; secre
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich of
The Hatetoquitit Club met Tuesday
tary, Mrs. Edna Robbins of Rockport; evening with Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Boston are guests of the W. O. Fullers.
executive committee, Mrs. Harriet Broadway.
They are making a brief call at their
Bwinal and Mrs. Mildred P. Putnam,
Tenant's Harbor summer place, The
of Camden and Mrs. Orissa Merritt.
Mrs. John G. Snow of Orange street Crags, preparatory to its occupancy
The next meeting will be June 27, at gave a sewing party Tuesday eve next month for the season.
GOOD FOOTWEAR
Mrs. Ellsworth's home in Rockport. ning.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Mrs. Edgar J. Southard is visiting
—
Miss Ruth Ahlquist and niece Dorober daughter Mrs. Frank Taylor in
Mrs.
Marion
Cobb
Fuller
of
Au

MARGARET BEATON LEO
i thy Ahlquist of Scarboro were week
Winthrop, Mass.
end guests of Mrs. P. T. Johnson, gusta. speaker before the Garden
Club, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Neighbors and friends were sad Grace street. '
Mrs. Katie Murphy, who plans to
Joseph Emery during her visit in the
dened May 18 by the death of Mar
spend the summer in Mt. Mellick.
garet M., wife of Veto Leo, and
Miss Norma Hutchinson of Lynn, city Tuesday.
Queens County, Ireland, goes Satur
daughter of Mrs. A. W. Beaton of*15 Mass., was recently the guest of her
day to Boston, and will sail Sunday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
F.
Palmer
of
Gar

Jefferson street. A year of confine mother, Mrs. Ralph Lufkin. Otis
for the ould country. She will be ac
diner
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
ment was cheered by the loving care street. On her return she was ac
companied to Boston by Mrs. Fannie
of the family and she bore her suf companied by Mrs. Lufkin who will Alton Palmer, Union strfeet, for the Wiley of Warren, who will visit her
fering with a patience rarely seen in | visit with her daughter and other weekend.
sister in New York.
one so young. Memories of her smil Massachusetts relatives for several
Mrs. Donald Cummings entertained
ing face will linger long in the hearts days.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Snow mo the T,&E. Club yesterday at a picnic
of the family from which she is the
tored to Augusta Monday.
dinner.
John Wood of Norfolk, Va., who has
third to be taken. Much sympathy is
also felt for the young husband from 1 been visiting his home at 20 Brick
Mrs. Harry W. French was hostess
THEY ADVERTISE!
whom she was parted so soon. She is street, h^ gone to Brooklyn.
to the E.F.A. Club at bridge and
survived by her husband, her mother
buffet lunch yesterday.
A hen is not supposed to have
Harold Green has returned from
Mrs. A. W. Beaton and two sisters
Much common sense or tact.
Mrs. Augusta Gill who has been Yet every time she lays an egg
Harriet and Maudie Beaton. Serv Portland, accompanied by Mrs.
ices were held from St. Bernard's Greene and daughter Ruth who have with her daughter, Mrs. G. F. Blood
She cackles forth the fact.
Church Friday morning. Father been spending the past three weeks in Roslindale, Mass., for the winter,
O'Gara officiating. The bearers were i in that city with Mr. and Mrs. Boy- is now with her daughter, Mrs. C. O. A rooster hasn’t got a lot
A. W. Gregory, H. M. Colburn, R. E. J man.
Perry, Masonic street.
Of intellect to show,
Sellers and Morris Grispi. Interment
—
But none the less roosters have
Atwood Levensaler returned yester
Mrs. Henry Jordan, Mrs. Kate Hall
was in Achorn cemetery.
Enough good sense to crow.
day to University of Maine.
and Mrs. Fred Achorn caried off hon
ors
at
the
card
party
Tuesday
eve

STRAND THEATRE
Mrs. Charles A. Emery, Pacific ning at Grand Army hall given by the The busy little bees they buzz.
Bulls bellow and cows moo,
“Are You Listening," a dramatic rtreet. entertained at luncheon Tifes- Auxiliary of Sons of Union Veterans.
romance will be the attraction Fri day afternoon, with Mrs. D. B. Phelan Mrs. Helen Paladino was in charge. The watch-dog barks, the gander
quacks.
day ana Saturday.
as honor guest. Qther guests were
And doves and pigeons coo.
The story, laid behind the scenes Mrs. Bowdoin Pendleton and Mrs.
Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy is visiting her
of a national breadcasting station, George Green of South Thomaston. mother, Mrs. Annie Berry, in Stockgives William Haines his first dra Mrs. Phelan leaves early In June to ton Springs.
Tne peacock spreads his tai', and
matic role in which he abandons be with her son, Dr. George Phelan,
squawks.
his more familiar comedy tricks for in Brooklyn.
Pigs squeal and rpbins sing.
And even serpents know enough
a compelling delineation as a radio
exploiteer whose happiness crashes
To hiss before they spring.
Wendell Emery was in Portland
AUSPICES
about his ears as the result of an un Tuesday on business for House-Sher
Episcopal
Church
fortunate marriage.
But man, the greatest masterpiece
man Inc.
The plot revolves about a three
Saturday
That Nature could devise,
fold romance and depicts tha various
Miss Hazel N. Day of Winslow's
AT
Will often stop and hesitate
careers of three small-town sisters Mills is the guest of Mrs. Russell 10 o'clock in store fomerly occupied
Before he'll advertise.
who come to New York to win fame j Bartlett at The Highlands for a few
by Woolworths
—Conway (Ark.) News.
and fortune. All of them end up in ; days.
radio work and it is the inside slant
on their broadcasting activities com
The BPW Club has its weekly
bined with the depiction of what goes bridge party this evening. These paron in their private lives which gives | ties are open to the public and prove
the picture its dramatic structure. a very pleasant diversion.
Tlie story includes what is believed
to be one of the most exciting
Mrs. John H. McLoon was hostess
“chases" yet depicted on the screen. to the Contract Club Monday evening.
Carnations—the best—$2.00 per dozen.
It is in this sequence that Haines,
accused of the murder of his wife, at
Mrs. Lewis O. Albee and son George
Snapdragons—$1.50 and $2.00 per dozen.
tempts to make his getaway by auto J of Lauderdale, Fla., are at 741 Addimobile, but is subsequently tricked i son street, Chicago, while Capt.
Tulips (local distribution only) $1.00 per dozen.
into revealing his whereabouts by the Albee is getting the yacht Quicksilver
luthless editor of a tabloid newspa 1II, in readiness for the season's sail
per who makes an ingenious use of ra ings on the Great Lakes. Mrs. Albee
Our flowers are handled so as to give you the best
dio in catching his prey.—adv.
is the eldest daughter of G. O. B.
Crockett of this city.
possible service. The best Geraniums in Maine

Page Seven’

COTTON

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

FLAGS

2 ft.x3 ft..............................
3 ft.x5 ft.............................
4 ft.x6 ft..............................
5 ft.x8 ft..............................
6ft.x9ft..............................
6ft.xl0ft...........................
8ft.xl2ft............................

:*4,4"4,4,4,4-4-4"F4"F'F4,4,4"H’++4,++4,4,+'H 1

WOOL BUNTING FLAGS

1.25
2.00
2.75
3.50
5.00
5.50
6.50

2 ft. x 3 ft............ .............

2.00

3 ft. x 5 ft........... .............

4.00

4 ft. x 6 ft........... ....... 5.00

KIDDIES FLAGS
ON STAFF
5c and 10c

5 ft. x 8 ft........... .............

8.00

6 ft. x 10 ft......... .............

12.00

6 ft. x 12 ft......... .............

15.00

ACCESSORIES for your MEMORIAL DAY COSTUME
NEW SPRING HOSIERY

HANDBAGS THAT MATCH

YOUR COSTUME

2.95 3.95

Service Weight

New Summer Shades of
Blue, Beige, Browns, Reds,
Black, Two Tone Effects

and Chiffon

Smart Tailored
Back Strap Styles

$1.95 and

$2.95

AMBROSIA SPECIAL OFFER
With Bottle Ambrosia,
Ambrosia Flask, value,
J. & J. Couettes, value,
Ambrosia Funnel, value,
$2.00 value, for,

3.50 3.95

$1.00
.50

« NEW SPORT and SUMMER HATS

$1.00

CROCHET MESH HATS

SMART FABRIC GLOVES!

Pastel Shades and White

$1.95
Slip-On Gauntlet Styles

t

LIGHT WEIGHT STRAWS

50c and $1.00

Bambino Blue, Beige, White, Maize

White, Eggshell, New Tans
Washable
All Sizes

Special at—

1.98 3.95 5.00

|

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

McLain Shoe Store

Rummage

WE GIVE S. & H. GREEN STAMPS—YOUR EARNED DISCOUNT
♦j»4.4. •J»*><*»>*>*5*»2*

SEARSMONT
A special Memorial Service will be
conducted at the Community Church
next Sunday, at 10.30. standard time.
The pastor will give an address ap
propriate to the day, his subject being
“Privileges and Responsibilities.” All
citizens are cordially invited.
Searsmont High played at Union
Tuesday, Union winning 7-3. Sears
mont at Belfast Friday, score for
Searsmont 17-11.
Russell Buck and family have
moved into the David Craig house.
Mr. Buck is clerking in the V. A.
Simmons store.
Miss Knowlton, the High School
teacher, had an ill turn Friday, and
is under the care of a nurse.
The Ladies' Aid met at the church
vestry Wednesday afternoon and
elected these officers: Mrs. Flora
Dunton, president; Mrs. Francella
Mocdy, Mrs. Harriet Knight, vice

FRI.-SAT.

PARK THEATRE

Mrs. Herbert Hall is in Portland
visiting relatives for a few days.
Miss M. Evelyn Burbank has as her
truest for the summer season Mrs.
Josephine Baker of Cambridge.

Mrs. Raloh H. Trim entertained the
Tuesday Club at her cottage at
Mirror Lake.

Mrs. Herbert Kalloch of Amesbury
street was tendered a birthday sur
prise paitv Monday evening. It was
so carefully planned that Mrs. Kal
loch had no inkling of the affair until
the guests trooped in, laden with the
makings of a picnic supper. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Kalloch,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cross, Mrs.
Misses Margaret Hellier, Alice Henry Lurvey, Mrs. Walter Joy, Miss
Hellier and Mary Lawrence are at Constance Joy and Byron Joy. Bridge
tending the Ivy Day festivities at honors were won by Mr. Kalloch, Mr.
Bowdoin College.
Cross, Mrs. Lurvey and Miss Joy.

35c each.

Out of pots—per dozen $3.00.

Petu

nias in bloom, 1 5c-2 for 25c, Bouquets, Sprays,
Wreaths, tubs of plants.

Store will be open 9

Patronize your Florist—if you want a Florist
shop in your city.

371 Main Street

Rockland

«$•«£» <£•<{> ❖

*5*
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We wish to announce that Miss Edna Howard
and Nelson Rokes both of Rockland High
School were the lucky girl and boy graduates
in the contest for the beautiful Bulova Wrist
Watches'.
I

G. W. PALMER & SON

The farmers in this section are
very busy putting in their crops, and
many are planting more than usual. ’
Mrs. Christena Hal'i of Augusta
visited her parents Mr. and Mrs. Al
bert Marriner Saturday, also her sis
ter Mrs. Olive Dyer in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Elms of,
Lincolnville were recent callers on Mr. '
and Mrs. L. S. Marriner.
Leander Briggs and Will Wellman 1
made a trip to Camden Saturday.
Mrs. Leslie Marriner spent the I
weekend in Camden, guest of her
sons Earl and Clyde Marriner.

Jewellers

Phone Skowhegan 434
Every Seat $1.

Performances Nlghllf
8 o’clock, davlight

GALA OPENING SATURDAY NIGHT, JUNE 4
And Entire Week June G
TIIE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS A National Institution
PRESENT Broadway’s Latent Comedy Success
“A CHURCH MOUSE”
with Harland Tucker----- Grace SiaTord
Staged by Melville Burke

DANCE

LAKEWOOD INN and NEW GIFT SHOP Opn Jure 4
DANCES Lakewood Country Club every Tuesday, Friday and
Saturday Nights.
BUNGALOWS Now Open

EVERY SAT. NIGHT

Spend The Week-End at Lakewood

Community Hall
Spruce Head
Mus'c by

THE FOUR ACES
MEN 35c. LADIES 15c
Dancing s arts 8 o'clock, Standard
Squarr and Round Dances
57-Th-tf
Something
new on the
screen—the
thri Is and
lomanee back of
radio broadcasting!
with Wili am
Madge Evans Karen Morley
Anita Page
Nril Hamilton
NOW SHOWING
“SINNERS IN TIIE SUN”

FRI.-SAT.
RIDING FOR LIFE

AND FOR LOVE

TIM McCOY
In

“The Fight’ng Marshal ’

with

LAST TIMES TODAY

Carol Lombard-Chester Morris
Home of Paramount Pictures

MARIAN MARSH
WARREN WILLIAM

The Little Flower Shop
SILSBY’S

EAST SEARSMONT

*5* *1* *1*

Announcement

AT

HAINES

A. M. to 5 P. M. Sunday.

presidents; Mrs. Templeton, secre
tary; Mrs. Mabel Cobb, treasurer;
Mrs. Dolly Day, chairman of work
committee; Mrs. Nellie Drinkwater
chairman of supper committee, to
appoint a special committet each
month. It is hoped that a large
amount of work will be accomplished
by the middle of August, when the
midsummer sale will be held.

“Of course you entertained during
the social season?”
“Well," answered Mr. Cumrox,
! mother and the girls didn’t think
i much of me as an entertainer, but
’ I overheard several visitors say I was
one of the most amusin' people that
I ever broke in.”—Washington Evening
' Star.

Sale

FOR DECORATION DAY

Al lin favor of rip-roaring actionshooting, riding and fighting with
dash and spirit, will like “The Fight
ing Marshal,” starring Tim McCoy
which is shown Friday and Saturday.
A convict poses as a sheriff to rob
what rightfully belongs to him so that
he can prove his innocence to the
world. He falls in love and abandons
his illegal route to justice, only to
find that Fate has destined that
Justice should triumph. Tom Benton
escapes from prison with Red Larkin
so that he can get back to Silver City,
rob the mine payroll and prove his
innocence of the crime for which he
had been sentenced to life imprison
ment—adv.

<.45.45.

in
"BEAUTY AND TIIE BOSS"

All Show's on Davlight Time
2 00. 6.45. 8.45
Continuous Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45

PAR
A Paramount Publix Theatre

|

MYER’S

'f.

Next Monday is a holiday. Many of you are planning to be
away Sunday and Monday. Have you the clothing to make it
a pleasurable outing for yourself. Such as:
KHAKI PANTS or SHIRTS ............................................ $1.00—$1.5*
WORK SHIRTS ............................................................. 50c—75c—$1.0*
DRESS SHIRTS ........................................................ $1.00—$1.50—$1 9j
UNDERWEAR—SHIRTS and DRAWERS .......................... 50c—lie
RUNNING PANTS and SHIRTS ................................. 30c—39c—50c
UNION SUITS
5*c—75c—51.00—$1 2$
FANCY SWEATERS
$1.98—$2.75—$3.10
FOR BOYS
SHORTS in KHAKI, CRASIL and Linen .............. 53c—79e—$1.0*
KNICKERS .......................................................................... $1.00—$1 5*
UNION SUITS ....................................................................... .
50c—75c
FANCY SWEATERS ................................................ $1.00—$1.50—$2.00
BATHING SUITS—ALL WOOL ..................................... $1.00—$150
SHIRTS and BLOUSES ....................................................... 79r—$!.'•
Wash Suits for Children in the best line you ever saw. Come in
and let us prove it to you.
Our aim for our store is that it may be a homey store—one
where you will feel right at home and at liberty to examine goods
and ask all the questions in regard to them you wish; also to
park your purchases that you make while in town with us—make
us useful to yourself.

2
2
2
2
g

A
g

WILLIS AYER

Every-Other-Da/
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♦ into your car; possibly ?ou lose your
typewriter and after searching des
perately through five rooms filled
with typewriters, you find yours sit
ting pretty on the teacher's desk;
Ruth Whittemore
• possibly you do not arrive home until
•:< midnight, a tired but much more exRoger Jameson is in the office this perienced person.
wtek
j These possibilities proved to be
• . • •
! facts, reported by the six contestants |
Evelyn" Segal won the bronze medal w'10 journeyed to Portland Saturday,
for third place in the State shorthand in cars generously provided by Dr. I
contest, in which 25 schools competed. c- D North. J. O-Stevens and Mrs.
The Hats Of Youthful Smartness Are Hand-Made
....
Dcuglas Vinal of Thomaston. Those.
Messrs. Blaisdell. Heal and Whit- who entered the contest were Evelyn
temore attended the meeting of the Sesal- Mary Haskell, Walter Barstow,
Schoolmen's League in Stockton Gertrude Simmons, Helen Pietroski, |
Springs Monday evening.
an<l Prank Maloney. Fearing that
....
their teachers would be disappointed
The Junior High pupils are taking
a eun was not won. the party visittheir High School entrance examina- ed Woolworths before starting on the
tions this week.
return trip, purchased a porcelain
....
mug. and presented it to their exOne of the most successful socials pectant teachers Monday morning
of the year was held Priday evening witii appropriate ceremonies.
by the Athletic Association in the
’ ’ * * _ „ , ,
gym
Miss Brown's pupils, the 7-4 class,
• • • •
have just completed an original
Tomorrow H. N. Rasely of Burdette project which was presented at Junior
College will address the school on High assembly Wednesday. It is a
the subject “What Counts Most in P'aY or pageant called "A Trip
Ufe."
Through the West with 7-4" and was
....
planned and written by the pupils
Tuesday afternoon Judge E. K themselves, with the advice and enOould spoke before Junior High couragement of Miss Brown. Every
School, explaining the meaning of member of the class had either a
the medal soon to be awarded by the speaking or a singing part in the
Sons of The American Revolution for production just as every member had
the promotion of good citizenship.
a definite part of tlie writing to do.
....
The stage was arranged to repreThere will be a special assembly at sent an outdoor scene "76 miles from
2 o'clock this afternoon in the audi- Crater Lake." Various parties of
torium, when Keith Ryan of the Sol- tourists arrived during the course
diers' Home at Togus will present the of the play and their comments on
prizes awarded for the best Poppy the sights they had seen. Yellowstone
Day posters.
Park, Crater Lake. etc. gave a pretty
....
I good idea of thc principal geographic
The highest honor in typewriting features of the region. The play endthis year has been won by Evelyn , ed with staging around an imaginary
Segal, a senior, who was awarded a camp fire by the entire group o.
gold pin for writing at the rate of 60 tourists, guides and cowboys,
words a minute, with three errors.
The
program
for
Tuesday's
Next in order are Aino Kangas and
Ednah Howard, both, doing 58 words assembly provided by Mrs. Jackson
Other seniors who have gold pins for was of unusual interest. Carol Gard
maintaining a rate above 50 are: ner conducted the devotional exer- I
Mary Haskell. Merton Haskell, and cises and Mildred Sweeney acted as
Clarence Upham. Other pins have announcer. Selections by the Girls’ i
been won by Marion Anderson, Ada Glee Club, under the inspiring lead- |
Green, Francis Jackson, Roger Jame ership of Mrs. Rogers, furnished the
Flora Colson's
son, Frances Knowlton, Beatrice Mills opening numbers.
Lucy Quinn. Gladys Sundstrom, Eve piano solo. “Spring Song" was warm- |
lyn Weymouth, Ansel Young and ly applauded. Frances Hall gave a
humorous monologue, “At the TheayPercy Young.
• • • •
tcr,” in German dialect, to the de
Some splendid gardeners have de light of an audience that caught all
veloped in the junior class. When thc jokes. Ruth Dondis played
Men’s Tailored Linen Suits
the barberry bushes arrived, six stal “Waltz in A Flat” with her usual skill
wart youths sallied forth to the front and expression, after which Miss
$20.00
lawn with shovels, spades, picks and Adelaide Cross gave a charming
sod cutters where a trench was dug group of songs: “We Shall See" by
Palm Beach Suits
and 100 shrubs planted. The boys Fisher. "In A Little House" by Ben- i
after the arrival of the second 100 net and “Tally Ho" by Leoni. In re
$15.00
completed the hedge, confident in sponse to repeated applause she genthe assurance that the first hundred rrourly added the encores “Keep on
Traveling Bags, Overnight Cases and
Hoping" Maxwell, and “Bonjour Ma
'hrubs are the hardest.
♦ ♦ » *
Leather Novelties
Belle" Behrend.
This was one of the most delightful
Through the kindness of Manager
Dandeneau, a special matinee for the assemblies of the year. At the close
benefit of the Athletic Association Mr. Blaisdell announced the names of
'sweater fund" will be given at Park the winners in the scholastic contest
Theatre at 4 o'clock this afternoon. sponsored by the'Universlty of Maine.
The program includes a feature pic These pupils will compete again Satture. song reels and cartoons, and 1 urday with the winners from other
vaudeville acts by both Junior High schools. The first prize is to be a
and Senior High pupils.
scholarship at Maine.
Elizabeth
pick up and delivery of less carload
POPULAR SERVICE
• • • •
Walker, who won four firsts in these
freight in 12 Maine cities and towns,”
One freshman boy gave another preliminaries is the daughter of Louis
said Mr. McDonald, “was so gratify
Extend Pick-Up and Store- ing that it warranted the extension a friendly shove as they were coming A. Walker of West Meadow road,
into the manual training ciass the The list follows:
of the service as outlined above."
Door Delivery
other dav. Instead of the usual shove
Junior English, Mildred Sweeney
Further arrangements have now in return, a loud explosion startled | and Carol Gardiner,
President Morris McDonald of the been made whereby, on June 27, this every one in the room. The shover ' Sophomore English, Norman StanMaine Central Railroad announced service will be applied to interstate stood amazed. Thc shovee turned a ' ley, Esther Chapman and Sylvia
that effective June 1st thc pick up traffic moving between the principal bit pale and began withdrawing j (Shafter.
and store door delivery service which points on the Maine Central and shreds of paper and bits of gravel
Freshman English, Elizabeth Walkwas inaugurated in a limited way on Boston & Maine Railroads. “We also from his pants pocket. Questioned as | er and Gertrude Heal,
May 2 will be extended to include all propose to include Canadian Pacific to the cause of the noise he said, j American History, Maurice Sheptowns and cities in Maine on the line Railway stations in Maine and “I had six torpedoes in my pocket, herd and Pierre Havener.
of the Maine Central Railroad where points on the Belfast & Moosehead There aren't any now." Examination j Ancient History, Elizabeth Walker
the Railway Express Agency main Lake Railroad as soon as negotia revealed a bruised area in the region and Fdward Hellier.
tains vehicle service.
tions can be completed,” Mr. Mc of the pocket but no serious damage
Algebra. Elizabeth Walker. Rich“The response to our experimental Donald said.
done.
ard French and Emma Harding.
.
• » • •
Plane Geometry j Walter Staples
Target practice continues in the and Leslie Somers,
indoor range—the typewriting room.
General Science, Elizabeth Walker
The daily matches prove the best j and Edwin Edwards,
marksmen thus far to be: Walter
Physics, Nicholas Pellicane. Merton
Barstow, Gertrude Simmons. Isabell” Sumner and Richard Britt.
Choate. Marjorie Phiibrook. Ruth
Latin. Thelma Day, Ruth Hanscom
Dondis, Helen Pietroski. Charles Ellis, and Eleanor Tibbetts.
Velzora Look, and Frank Maloney. A
Senior Examination, Horace Booth
silver pin has been awarded to and Fletcher Brown.
Charles Ellis; bronze pins to Sylvia
Shafter, Maxwell Ames, Constahce
AT COLBY COLLEGE
Joy, Esther Nickerson. Marion Mul
The annual May festival of the
len and Anna Winchenbach; a certifl
cate to George Dyer. Merle Wins- I women students was held Saturday
low's name has been added to the roll ' evening, in the nature of an enterof honor.
1 tainment of the outgoing seniors bv
• • • •
' the junior class. The junior girls
The last meeting of the Spanish , chose a May Queen and a court of
CIlub took place Friday afternoon ladies-in-waiting from the most
when 15 members, accompanied by beautiful seniors. After the ceremony
Mrs. Jackson, climbed Mt. Ba*’ic. , of crowning and enthroning the
Three cars carried the party to Cam- queen and court, the junior girls perden, then the climb up the side of the formed several striking scenes from
mountain began. After many a sigh. ; Shakespeare's playc-.
* * * *
the top was reached, and a delicious I
Assorted
picnic supper was enjoyed. The ' Tlie annual interscholastic track
group visited the tower, and found m^et was held Saturday on the Colby
Finest California
the view very beautiful. A guest on field. In spite of the rain excellent
this hike was Mr. BlaLsdell's niece, marks were made by thc schoolboys.
Vera Blaisdell of Sidney.
'\
....
• • • •
I Two one-act plays by Eugene
A trip to the state contest in short- CNeill and Booth Tarkington were
hand and typewriting Is not always a produced by the dramatic societies
cut and dried affair. Possibly you : last Thursday evening, the acting,
may hit a large rock in Wiscasset , stage settings and direction being
which locks all your brakes, and you I handled entirely by the students
arrive
in Portland breathless and just
Small
Kent's Hill graduation takes place
in the nick of time for the test; pos
Fancy Western
sibly you lose your hat and mislay June 4. In the class of 88 members,
your pocketbook; possibly while stop unusually large for a prep school, is
ping for a red light a car in back of Miss Ethel Holbrook of South Thorn
you does not stop until it smashes 1 aston.

At The High School

MALLORY
STRAWS

WLW
NOW

FEATURED

IN

THE

Westinghouse
&
4.

Patrician Panama Or

Refrigerator

Bang-Up Bangkok
These are the lightest-weight

straws yon can wear. Ideal to

Westinghouse announced the Dual-automatic Re
frigerator. The biggest refrigeration news in years!

go with filmy linen and tropic-

And now comes another sensational announcement

weight suits. Above is our ultra-

.. . Jour startling new improvements!

Revolutionary new All-Steel Cabinets!

fashionable “slam-down” shape.

Electric-

Lighted Interiors! Easy Rolling Shelf! Built-in Crisp

It’s all the rage with men who

ing Pan! These are the new advantages now added
to the already overwhelming list of exclusive features.

keep ahead of the crowd and.

Think of it! These improvements . . . adding im

the calendar. See our windowsl

measurably to convenience, economy, durability . . .
now offered with the famous Built-in Watchman

control that provides double reliability, double assur
ance of uninterrupted performance . . . and to the
many outstanding Westinghouse dual-advantages.

Talk about value! Talk about performance! See
the latest Westinghouse Dual-automatic Refrigerators.
See a demonstration. Visit our showroom . .. todayl

core
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GREGORY’S

CHISHOLM’S

Candies Are
Cheaper
CANDIES

Chocolates
22c lb.

Salted Peanuts
15c lb. 2 lbs. 25c

FRUITS

Cherries
29c Ib.

Navel Oranges

18c Dozen

Pepps. & Checks
23c lb.

Salted Cashews
49c lb.

Cream Mints
39c lb.
Choc. Cov.

Needhams
19c lb.

Apples

6 for 25c
Strawberries

Bangor’s Fameus
Psychologist

Quart Boxes

18c, 2 for 35c
If you are going to camp,
we can supply you with
Candies, Fruit, Cigars at
lowest prices

We make our own candies and guarantee them to
be fresh.

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS

Opposite Waiting Room,

Coming To Rockland

Rockland

."W

★

Tomorrow & Sat.

Special Low Fee
Readings 50c and $1.00 to Ladies
Hours: 1 P. M. to 8 P. M.
Renowned Psycho-Analyst, Life Reader, Psychic Medium and Mas
ter Mind, Adept of Oriental and Hindoo Philosophy—The Psychic
Who Sees Tomorrow, Without Asking a Question.

Tells your name and everything you wish to know. Names
friends and enemies. Tells you the name of the one you will marry.
Tells of every hope, fear and ambition. Hereby guarantees to give
you full satisfaction or make no charge. You to be the judge.
Your greatest wish of the heart can be realized. Analyzes your
life and guides you to success and happiness. Tells you how to
utilize the hidden forces within you and develop your inner talents,
enabling you not only to master yourself, but others as well, even
though they are miles away. This Psychologist teaches Clairvoyance,
Personal Magnetism, and develops Mediums; call and learn what
gifts you possess.

PSYCHOLOGY STUDIO
27 PARK STREET.

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Name................................................................................
Address......................................................................................

Qty............................................ Stat*. . .......................
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With the Extension Agents
|

,,,t

hohei

■
■“ ™
Plcane send me a copy of your
De Larxe Booklet describing Dunl-aiUonintir refrigeration
. . . and explain tbe many money-sav ing features of
Westinghouse.

▲I HE
OMPANY

POWE I

save tou

THE

— And The —

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

OFFERS

j meeting calls will be made on farm_
, , .
,
,
.
... ers in the community that are workSeveral plots of raspberries in the
wRh he extension service or
county have felt the cold weather Ihave
. ® enrolled as cooperators.
of the past few weeks. The canes
....
are alive but the buds are destroyed.
Poultrymen should plan to attend
It looks like a small crop for the the annual two-day field meeting at
county.
the College of Agriculture, Orono on
• • • •
August 15 and 16. Latest informa
Axel Nelson on thc St. George road tion on poultry management will be j
has a very good young orchard of taken up.
100 trees which have been pruned
....
and will receive a series of sprays
Spray Dilution Table
this summer.
Quantity of dilute spray desired—
For lime sulphur: To 50 gals., 1 gal.;
Laura and Lottie Waterman of Ap
pleton are having a number of open to 10 gals., 3'•< teacups; to 1 gal., 5
air shelters built this year for their tablespoons; to 1 qt., 4 teaspoons.
For dry lime sulphur: To 50 gals.,
pullets. They expect to have several
4 lbs.; to 10 gals, 13 oz.; to 1 gal., 1’4 ,
hundred birds this year.
oz.; to I qt., '4 oz.
,
For N. J. dry mix sulphur lime: To ,
The apple trees are blossoming well. | 50 gais ]2,x. lbs .
10 gals 2 lbs.; !
which would indicate a good crop of j t0 j gal 4
. t0 4 qt 2 oz
fruit. The orchardists have already
por j,ry powdered lead arsenate:
started spraying. This week these To 50 gals
lbs . t0 10
5 0Z!. 1
men were spraying: E. A. Mathews, t0 , gal 4,2 teaspoons; to 1 qt., 1
Eugene Calderwood, Jesse Calder- teaspoon
wood and Fred Kenniston of Union;
For black leaf 40: To 50 gals., ’4 pt.; j
James Calderwood and Foster Jame to 10 gals., 1'4 fluid oz.; to 1 gal., 1 ’
son of Waldoboro have applied the tca.poon; to 1 qt. *4 teaspoon.
pink spray. Mr. Kenniston and Jesse
. . • .
Calderwood are going to use dust this
News Of 4-H Clubs
year in place of all or part of their
Junior Sunshine girls of Simon
sprays. The pink spray should be
followed by the calyx as soon as the ton’s Corner are entertaining their j
mothers on Wednesday. A supper
petals fall.
* ♦ * «
will be served at the home of the club
County Agent Wentworth will at leader, Mrs. Cecil Annis.
Pine Tree girls of South Thomas- '
tend many 4-H Club meetings the
coming week. Thursday at 4 p. m., ton met Saturday at the home of
there will be a meeting of the boys’ Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Sr. A judg
club in Damariscotta Mills at Mrs. ing contest on muffins was held.
Annie Plummer’s home. General Virginia Reed, one of the members,
gardening will be taken up. including who is moving out of the community,
soil testing and applying lime. At was presented a fountain pen and
7.30 Wednesday the Damariscotta pencil. During social hour a guess
boys will meet at Norris Waltz’. ing game on movie stars was held,
Work will be started on a demonstra- with Elsie Rackliff and Miriam Wig- 1
tion team on candling and grading ' Rir>. scoring the most points.
Helen Fales of East Friendship
eggs.
Friday night stereopticon
slides on lime and 4-H Club work won the judging championship rib
will be shown at a meeting of the bon in the contest on muffins held at
Aina Boys' Club at the home of, the home of the leader, Mrs. W. H.
Clarence Walker. Saturday calls will i Hahn.
be made on the Boys' Garden Club at
* * * *
New Harbor.
With the Homes
Miss Lawrence, home demonstraCalls will be made on men who are , tion agent, will hold home furnishcarrying on parts of the extension i ings meetings next week: Tuesday,
work in the county during the rest Orff’s Corner, at Mrs. Albert Elwell’s;
of the week, Thursday, at Bunker Wednesday, Bristol, at Mrs. Jose
Hill and Damariscotta, Friday at phine Sproul's; Thursday, Aina at
West Aina and Aina, Saturday at Mrs. Amy Jewett’s; Friday, Camden
South Bristol.
at Mrs. Charles Lord's.
Beginning June 1 the county agent
will meet the committees in the vari
ous communities of the county and
j discuss work under way and what
l can be done by the extension service
to help farmers. The schedule is:
CIGARS
Wednesday, June 1, Appleton, at
Roland Gushee's farm; Thursday,
Washington, at H. Cunningham's
34tf
farm, at 9 standard. Following the
Agricultural

BCM

600 Shares Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
as a whole or in part Lt $ 1 05 a share.
•

The Public Utilities Commission of Maine under
order da'.ed May 2, 1932, has authorized proceeds of
the sale of this issue to be used for thc purpose of:
(a) Paying ils notes payable, proceeds from
which were used for the conslructio i of additions,
extensions, improvements and betterments of its
plant; ar.d of

(b) Reimbursing its treasury for moneys ex
pended in. the acquisition of properly and for the
construction, extension and improvement of its
facilities, and which actually were expended from
income or from other moneys in the treasury of the
corporation not secured by or obtained from the
issue of stocks, bonds, notes or other evidences of
indebtedness of the corporation.
Th is stock, issued under the-approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6', per annum.

Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rockland,
Maine.

CAMDEN-ROCKLANDWATERCO
62-tf

RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SE'i«

R. W. TYLER
PHONE 58-?8

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

TEL. 12M
56-tf

